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ALSO INSIDE:
BUILDING EFFICIENT WORKFLOW
It requires more than just automation

ARCHIVE AND ASSET MANAGEMENT
Protect thcse valuable media assets

BUILDING A BXF-ENABLED FACILITY
An essential component for highly
automated 31a/out
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Make the Most of Your Media
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ON THE COVER:
AVCHD, developed jointly by Panasonic and Sony, is a
proprietary version of H.264/AVC. Specifically, AVCHD
employs both the H.264 Main Profile and High Profile.
Thus, althouch it is marketed as a single codec, it uses a
pair of codec profiles.



Introducing HyperDeck Shuttle, the perfect
uncompressed SSD recorder for SDI and HDMI

Now you can get incredible quality uncompressed SDI and HDMI video
capture and playback using removable solid state disks! HyperDeck
Shuttle is the perfect quality broadcast deck you can hold in your
hand. HyperDeck Shuttle lets you bypass camera compression for the
highest quality on set recording, and is perfect for digital signage or
instant replay and program recording with live production switchers.
Video is recorded to QuickTime- files, so you can mount and edit directly

from the SSD eliminating time wasting file copying!

Absolute Perfect Quality
HyperDeck Shuttle lets you bypass all video camera

compression for perfect uncompressed 10 -bit

SD/HD video. Get deep color dynamic range for
color correction and perfectly clean keying. Only

uncompressed gives you a mathematically perfect "clone" recording
between capture and playback. Only uncompressed lets you trust your
recording and there is absolutely no higher quality possible!

Record and Play Back Anywhere!

HyperDeck Shuttle is machined out of a solid block
of aircraft -grade aluminum for incredible strength!
Take your HyperDeck Shuttle into the field, on set

and to live events. With an internal battery, just recharge and go! Only
HyperDeck Shuttle gives you recording and playback in a compact
solution that fits in your hand!

SSD
Solid State Disk (SSD) Recording

Simply plug in a fast 2.5" solid state disk into
HyperDeck Shuttle and start recording! SSD's
are used in desktop and laptop computers so
prices are constantly falling while sizes are getting

bigger! Plug the SSD into your computer and the disk will mount right on
your computer's desktop! Files are stored in standard QuickTime'" 10 bit
format so you can use the media in Mac- and Windows' video software!

10 Use Cameras, Switchers and Monitors

With SDI and HDMI inputs and outputs,
HyperDeck Shuttle works with virtually every
camera, switcher or monitor! Plug into televisions

... or video projectors for instant on set preview or
get exciting live action replay with ATEM production switchers. Even use it
for digital signage. Just press play twice for loop playback! Imagine using
pristine uncompressed recording on your next live event!

HyperDeck Shuttle

$345
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-hat's a bold statement, but a true one. As one of the world's largest broadcast and professional solutions
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continues to be, at the forefront of on -air innovation, creating some of the most accomplished products
and services available. When you're watching news, sports, or entertainment programming, whether on
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EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT

Do we need
the cloud?

If I rated technical topics by the number of press re-
leases received, cloud storage would be number one.
Not a day goes by when I don't receive at least several
press releases about new vendors, products or no-

tices of webcasts or seminars about cloud storage. Today, I
received a press release titled, "Cloud on a USB stick."

But the question readers continue to ask me is, "What does
cloud storage have to do with broadcast and production ap-
plications?" That is a more difficult question to answer.

In looking for help, an hour on the Web merely left me
more confused than before. One vendor offered 10 reasons
to use cloud for backup. Another white paper suggested
there are three types of clouds: private, public and hybrid.
There were also many papers appearing to want to scare
one off from the technology with titles like, "Cloud Appli-
cation Deployment: 10 Deadly Sins." I also discovered the
hybrid cloud, the rich cloud and the virtual cloud.

The recent IBC convention should have provided some
guidance, right? Nope. While some of the convention's
technical papers mentioned the cloud, I did not visit a
single vendor claiming to offer cloud storage as an end
product. That may not be so surprising as broadcasters are
about as risk adverse and anyone.

Cloud technology is a huge business. Amazon operates
the world's largest cloud -based service provider, the EC2
(Elastic Compute Cloud), which is said to use 40,000 serv-
ers. It generated $500 million last year, and some believe it

will hit $1 billion in revenue next year.
While certainly large, that amount of storage is peanuts

compared to Google. According to a report from Data
Center Knowledge, Google has approximately 900,000
servers consuming about 220MW of power, or about
1 percent of total global electricity use by data centers.

MI of this makes me wonder why cloud vendors are not
scrambling to supply technology to this industry. Then, I
reflected on a point above: Broadcasters are not risk takers.

Even so, IT -centric products are already core to some
broadcast and production applications, so can the benefits
of the cloud be far behind?

As one who likes holding my content on local servers, I
would be hesitant to turn it over to the invisible cloud. But
then, my own experience includes several system failures
where several years of data suddenly disappeared. That alone
should make me eager to hand that task to someone else.

However, before you upload your entire station to the
cloud, it is worth reading what Oracle CEO Larry Ellison
said about the cloud. Keep in mind he's made a lot of cor-
rect business and technical decisions that have made him
the third richest person in America.

"The interesting thing about cloud computing is that
we've redefined cloud computing to include everything
that we already do," Ellison said. "I can't think of anything
that isn't cloud computing with all of these announce-
ments. The computer industry is the only industry that is
more fashion -driven than women's fashion.

"Maybe I'm an idiot, but I have no idea what anyone is
talking about. What is it? It's complete gibberish. It's in-
sane. When is this idiocy going to stop?"

What's your opinion? Is there a cloud in your future?
Let me know at editor@broadcastengineering.com. BE

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
Send comments to: editor©broadcastengmeering.com
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s, nized by industry profession
as Japan's largest broadcasting equipment exhibition.
What is Inter BEE?
E A venue where everyone can experience the latest trends and developments in audio, video

and communications, as well! as related leading -edge technologies.

IIAn excellent opportunity to witness firsthand the burgeoning businesses related to the complete
transition to digital broadcasting that took place in Japan ahead of other Asian countries.

MA venue where technical engineers, sales staff, and industry experts will be waiting at exhibitor
booths to welcome participants.

MAn excellent opportunity to gain knowledge and acquire the latest information at symposiums
featuring invited guest speakers who are actively involved in the industry.

Exhibition Categories
IMProfessional Audio Equipment Zone:

 High -end products such as consoles, mixers, audio equipment for facilities, etc. that
are designed to satisfy professional needs.

Efficient workflow systems from recording to mastering.

1111Professional Lighting Equipment Zone:
 Energy saving and super -luminosity LED spotlights.

 Stage -lighting equipment such as lasers and mobile lights that work together with
a variety of audio and video configurations.

E Video and Broadcast Equipment Zone:
File -based workflow systems that fadlitate comprehensive media management.

 HD-, 4K-, and 2K -related products as well as the latest in non-linear systems.

 Power -source equipment, batteries, measuring equipment, and converters that
increase broadcasting equipment performance.

 Cranes, steadycams and other special/peripheral products that enhance the operation
of broadcasting equipment.

 Cross -media Zone:
 Digital signage and digital cinema products/technologies.
 3D technology and content for filming, editing, relaying, and screening.
 IPTV5, mobile TVs, H.264 encoders, decoding -related technologies, FPU products, etc.

 Find the Latest Information at

Now accepting
visitor pre -registration!
Inter online
wwww.into,r-bee.com
Organizer: JE I TA Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries Association

Global partners: v7 --Y, Woe glilrabm

Inter BEE 2010 Results
 Number of exhibitors:

824 (a new record)

 Number of overseas exhibitors:

478 (a new record)

11Number of visitors:

31,567

^10551-12Y1 fib C C BN KOBA firgatAnt CAsBAA Broadcast
India, Oa 711,7;zr

Management/Contact : Japan Electronics Show Association 12F Ote Center Bldg., 1-1-5 Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-0004 TEL:+81-3-6212-5231 FAX:+81-3-6212-5225 E-mail: contact@inter-bee.com
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NewTek TriCasterm 850 EXTREME is like having an HD live truck tat fits in your rack or on your
desk. In live production, there's no Ime to second guess. We get it, that's why we txtiki TriCaser.

 Affordable 24 -channel, native HD system (up to 1080p) that broadcasts, streams, projects and records

 Record up to eight channels of vice°, similtaaously, with NewTek IsoCorder" technology

 Go wireless with `   - (;) AirPlayEt to delver iideo and audio from iPacK), iPod®, or iPhonea..

 Eight external sources with the abiity to nix and match formats

 Eight virtual/mix channels for layered swtche- effects

18 HD, live virtual sets provide a network -stye setting in a small space

Add the TriCaster 850 CS hardware control surface and have illuminated buttons, a premium T -bar
and three -axis joysick mapped directly to the TriCaster 850 EXTREME workspace. Now, y.ou
can make split-second deosions witi you- ^yeti on the show and your hands a: the controls.

It's time. Take control.

NewTek
TriCaster
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TnCaster ks a Mdernark cf NewTek Inc 2011 N1- '1- dr AK tights reserved
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Audio-visual archives
As other options increase, tape may not make the cut.

41 he demise of videotape
presents a challenge for
broadcasters. It is no lon-
ger possible to send pro-

gram videotape to the archive - a
climate controlled warehouse - and
expect to check it out sometime in
the following 25 years. Instead, pro-
grams now exist as data files, and
new systems and working practices
are required.

Virtually all new cameras shoot as
files written to data cards or optical
discs, and videotape as an acquisition
format is becoming a memory. More
finished content is being delivered to
master control as MXF files or anoth-
er similar format, so again, videotape
has had its day.

There are two issues with tape:
How long will the medium last, and
how long will tape decks be around?
Tape generally lasts 20 to 30 years in
a climate -controlled environment.
However, finding a working tape deck

BY DAVID AUSTFRBFRRY

DAM

Content and archive management

Hierarchical stora e mana s ement

High- Nearline Automatated External
performance disk tape tape

disk array array library storage

Media migration

The storage of the future

Figure 1. An archive consists of a hierarchy of storage, with a management layer to
control file transfers and migration to future storage media.

older than 20 years is nearly impos-
sible. There are still working quad
machines, but they are relatively easy
to repair, with discrete electronics
and large mechanical parts. The min-
iaturized parts of modern decks are

FRAM E GRAB A look at the issues driving today's technology

Watching the streaming cloud
With better devices, more people are choosing Internet -based,
on -demand viewing.

Scheduled
broadcast TV

Recorded
broadcast TV

Short video clips,
e.g. YouTube

DVD/Blu-ray

Streamed on -demand
TV shows

Downloaded content

Streamed on -demand
movies

Pay -per -view

Source: Ericsson

M2011
II 2010

0 20 40 60 80 100

Percent
Consumer usage (more than once a week) for TV/video

http://wwwericsson.com

difficult to manufacture without
special tools, so sourcing parts decades
ahead will be difficult. The same applies
to the highly integrated electronics.

In the data storage world, this
problem is solved through ongoing
migration to the latest format. Data
on SCSI drives is copied to SAS, LTO-2
to LTO-5, and so on. Migration is
carried out before the media wears
out or the drives become obsolescent.
Some tape libraries include lifecycle
management software that moni-
tors tape condition and migrates
when appropriate. Archive manage-
ment software similarly manages
tapes, migrating when needed, and
"defragging" partially erased tapes,
compacting them to fresh media.
(See Figure 1.)

Videotape can be similarly migrat-
ed, but each dub is a generation loss.
For compressed digital videotape for-
mats, losses from error concealment
and correction can occur. For com-
posite recordings, there are additional
artifacts of decoding.

Data tapes and disks can be copied
with very low data losses. An archive
system should include a data integrity

12 broadcastengineering.com October 2 011



CONVERT
www.aja.com

Convert with AJA.
Mini -Converter and Rackmount products that make professional workflows work.

FS2. One box that does it all.
F52 Dual -channel Universal Video/Audio Frame Synchronizer and Format Converter

With support of all broadcast video
formats, FS2 makes matching up dispa

video and audio systems simple. Featur

a flexible, "anything -in, anything -out"
architec:ure, the dual -channel FS2 can be

used as -.wo separate Frame
Syncronizers/Format Converters, or the two

channels can be combined in many
powerft. I ways - for example 3D widen or
sidebar Keying where both the video and
background graphics can be upconverted and combined.

FS2 features comprehensive analog and digital I/O, with
'ull input and output mapping allowing any I/O port to
De assigned to either processing channel.

2 can also be expanded with Colby E Encoder, Decoder

FiDO. Compact Fiber.
SDI/Optical Fiber Converters
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With a compact
design ideal for racks,
trucks and crowded
facilities, FiDO allows
the transport of SDI,
HD -SDI, and 3G SDI

over distances up to 10km using standard single -
mode Fiber optic cable with your choice of LC, ST,"
or SC connectors. With 9 models to choose from,
FiDO offers unmatched flexibility and cost effict

n
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Two independent channels with full 1,0 mapping

 Dual Up/Down/Cross converters supporting 3G/HD/SD

 General purpose video frame synchronization

 Analog -to -Digital and Digital -to -Analog audio/video conversion

 Mux or Demux two separate HD signals from one 3G SDI signal

 Convert 3G/HD/SD video over fiber to/from SDI (BNC)

 Use the built-in video processing amplifiers to adjust and/or color correct

Hi5-Fiber. Fiber HD/SD-SDI t.
HDMI Video and Aucio Converter

Designed for driving HDMI,
monitors from a single ca
connection, Hi5-Fiber
converts HD/SD-SDI audio
and video over single-rrode,, -
1310 nm Fiber optic cable
(ST -style Fiber connec-.or) to

HDMI.-wo channel RCA
audio outputs for separate acclio
monitoring are also available.

HDMI.HDMI.
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Find out about our latest Convert products at www.aja.com
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check to ensure the file hasn't been
tampered with or corrupted while
in storage.

LTO
LTO is a popular format for ar-

chiving because it has media and
drives available from several manu-
facturers. Also, the format has a well-
defined roadmap, with the current
generation being LTO-5. Each gener-
ation drive is backwards -compatible
two or three generations, providing
for easier transition.

LTO-5 also introduced support
for Linear Tape File System (LTFS).
This is useful for small archives where
single tape may be used to store proj-
ects, jobs or program series. It allows
direct access to tape from Linux, Mac
and Windows operating systems
without the need for tape manage-
ment software.

With a large robotic library, a DAM
system and archive manager is used
to catalog and index data tapes, but
LTFS offers a low-cost alternative for
ad -hoc archiving.

LTO-5 cartridges store 1.5TB data.
The projected LTO-8, three gen-
erations ahead, is planned to store
12.8TB. Since LTO-3, support was
added for write -once read many
(WORM), and hardware encryption
was added in generation 4. These
are both of potential application in
media archives.

One day, there will be a successor
to the LTO format, and, in time, the
archived files will be migrated to an as
of yet unknown storage medium.

Cost vs. performance
Data can be stored on spinning

disks or data tape, and each has its
advocates. But, will one eventually
overtake the other? While that answer
is unclear, the choice will be largely
determined by cost and features like
integrity, resilience and restore times.

The choice of local server sys-
tems, or "the cloud," is partly a busi-
ness issue, balancing CAPEX and
OPEX. However, security and disas-
ter recovery are important issues to

consider. Cloud -based storage services
are backed by strong marketing. But,
with broadcasters' experience at main-
taining program archives, there is not
necessarily a great need to turn to a
service provider. Also, many IT solu-
tions are designed for a data life of less
than a decade, making them unattract-
ive for a lot of broadcast content.

A secure archive will house a mini-
mum of three copies. These would be
a local copy and two different cloud
suppliers, which would give very good
resilience against disaster or business
failure of a cloud service provider.

Data can be stored
on spinning disks
or data tape, but

will one eventually
overtake the other?

DAM
Resiliency is important, but how do

you find the content? Any videotape
and film library will have a catalog.
Originally, it could have been a card
index, but now more likely a database.
In a similar fashion, digital assets
need a catalog, index, and a means to
search and retrieve content.

But, how do you protect the cata-
log? Again, the answer lies in data
migration. This is where standards are
important for asset records. It makes
it much easier for future generations
to use the information if it conforms
to a standard. There is much work
ongoing to standardize file wrappers
and metadata for content archives,
but the work continues, and, in 2011,
there is no complete answer as to
which standards are best.

The issues to be considered
include: the choice of video and audio
codecs, wrappers and containers, and
metadata. Much of this has already
been covered by SMPTE standards
and AMWA specifications, but there
are particular issues for archives.

How do you know what you are view-
ing is what was originally stored? Has
it been edited or tampered with over
time? File integrity checks are one
way to assure that you are viewing
the original content. Some storage
systems support WORM, and this is a
good way to prevent tampering.

Heavily compressed video data
is not ideal for an archive, as it is
more subject to picture impairments
than uncompressed or mezzanine
codecs. Long GOP compression is
also less suitable for further editing.
The choice of codecs should balance
storage cost against the compression
ratio that suits future repurposing.
Too much compression could dam-
age the future value of an asset.

For many reasons, the content file
and DAM record can become sepa-
rated. During mergers and acquisi-
tions of media companies, data can
be lost. Also, databases corrupt for
many reasons over decades. For this
reason, it is essential that content files
be self -describing. That means suf-
ficient metadata is wrapped with the
files to ensure the audio-visual data
can be decoded, and that descriptive
metadata provides explanation of the
content and its ownership.

Summary
Setting up a program archive is

a complex balance of cost versus
performance. An archive must be
more resilient against failure than
general IT systems. The reason is
because lost files are a business'
lost assets.

Judging an asset's value 20 or 50
years in the future requires a crystal
ball, which makes it even more dif-
ficult to judge the ROI of an archive
system. Additionally, some media
companies are attempting to de-
velop a best practice for media pres-
ervation; so, for now, learn from the
guys with valuable assets as they will
have given the task considerable time
and effort. BE

David Austerberry is the editor of
Broadcast Engineering's world edition.
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TV -51 under attack
The wireless industry's wish is granted as the FCC
freezes applications and changes to Channel 51.

0 n Aug. 22, the FCC im-
posed an immediate
freeze on applications
for new stations and

improvements in existing stations
on Channel 51, currently the up-
permost TV channel. The freeze was
imposed at the request of the wireless
industry, which wants interference
protection for future wireless opera-
tors on 698MHz to 704MHz, which
is adjacent to Channel 51 (692MHz
to 698MHz).

Seeking protection
Channel 52 has been auctioned

within the wireless world, and the
winning bidders do not want high-
powered TV stations operating next
to their lower -powered wireless
devices. Wireless advocates asked the
FCC to, in effect, create a guard band
on the TV side of the spectrum divide
rather than on the wireless side by
stopping any growth on Channel 51.

Dateline
On or before Dec. 1, 2011, Non-

commercial TV and Class A stations
in Alabama and Georgia must file
their biennial ownership reports.

On or before Dec. 1, 2011, com-
mercial TV and Class A TV stations
in all states and territories must file
biennial ownership reports reflecting
their ownership as of Oct 1, 2011.

By Dec. 1, 2011 TV and Class A
TV stations in the following loca-
tions must place 2011 EEO reports
in public files and post them on their
websites: Alabama Colorado, Con-
necticut, Georgia, Maine, Massa-
chusetts, Minnesota, Montana, New
Hampshire, North Dakota, Rhode
Island, South Dakota and Vermont.

BY HARRY MARTIN

These requests resulted in the freeze
imposed in August.

Fixed database priority
While the FCC is considering how

much of the TV band it can rededi-
cate to wireless, it has already frozen
growth in the entire TV band. No
new applications or channel changes
are allowed for full -power stations,
and no new applications are being ac-
cepted for low -power TV stations on
any channel. All of this is to ensure a
fixed database when the FCC receives
congressional authority to incentive
auctions and channel repacking. The
August freeze signals the FCC's de-
termination that sanitizing Channel
51 is a higher priority over having a
fixed database.

Immediate changes
Full power TV stations on Channel

51 are invited to move to any lower
channels they can find. Their rule -
making petitions to amend the TV
Table of Allotments, and their ap-
plications for construction permits
to change channels, will get expe-
dited treatment. On the other hand,
pending applications for new LPTV
stations on Channel 51, most of which
were filed in 2009 and 2010, and were
being processed up to now, have been
frozen. Although, they were given a
60 -day window, ending Oct. 21, to file
channel change applications. Such
window applications will be treated
as minor changes.

Moving not mandatory
Existing full- and low -power sta-

tions authorized on Channel 51 may
continue to operate undisturbed
- at least until the FCC decides on
permanent rules governing the wire-
less -Channel 51 interface. Incumbent

TV -51 stations will be permitted to
file minor change applications, but
only if they do not propose to cover
any area they did not cover before.

Only TV -51 affected
The relaxed rules governing fre-

quency changes are limited to Chan-
nel 51 stations and applicants. All
other television licensees remain sub-
ject to all old processing rules. Thus,
full -power stations on channels other
than 51may not change channels, and
pending LPTV applications for new
stations on other channels will not be
accepted. But, unlike Channel 51 sta-
tions, licensees on other channels may
file for minor changes even if they pro-
pose an expanded service area.

Those in limbo
The Commission's initiative raises

some important questions. Will LPTV
stations that want to abandon Channel
51 now be allowed to claim displace-
ment status and be eligible for prior-
ity over pending applications for new
LPTV stations or changes in existing
stations? Will Class A stations be treat-
ed any differently from LPTV stations
in this context? Will frequency -change
amendments to pending Channel 51
LPTV applications take priority over
pending applications on lower chan-
nels? What about granted but un-built
construction permits for new LPTV
stations on Channel 51? May they
build on 51? And finally, if they pre-
fer to move, may they do so as a minor
change the way pending applicants are
permitted to do? BE

Harry C. Martin is a member of Fletcher,
Heald and Hildreth, PLC.

IllSend questions and comments to:
harry.martin@penton.com
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The UTAH -400 Digital Router is Better than Ever.
The UTAH -400 Digital Routing Switcher from Utah Scientific, the first 3G compatible
router, the first router to cover all sizes from 32X32 to io56xio56 with a single family
of models, and the first router to offer a full io56xio56 system in a single rack, has
long been established as the industry's best choice for any routing application.

Now, this amazingly flexible family offers a wide range of exciting new capabilities
including MADI routing, embedded audio processing, integrated multi -viewer options,

and H.264 monitoring.

Coupled with the amazingly powerful Utah Scientific control system which combines
ease of use with comprehensive management and monitoring features, including
SNMP, the UTAH -40o is even more clearly the best choice for your router requirements.

Utah Scientific is the worldwide leader in routing and master control systems.
Contact us today for full details on how the UTAH -40o can solve your routing problems.

The Best in the Business
iki=7 Utah Scientific
www.utahscientif ic.com
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Interactive services
An upcoming ATSC standard supports interactivity.

The killer app of computer
interactivity, when consid-
ering popularity, is prob-
ably the Web browser. But

interactivity requires more than just
a browser; a rich user experience re-
quires access to live and cached mul-
timedia content as well as static pages.
This month, we'll look at how these
capabilities will be supported in an
upcoming ATSC standard.

Local interactivity with
non -real-time services

When adding interactivity to a

DTV broadcast service, both "lo-
cal" and "system" interactivity can
be provided. The former provides a
complete mechanism within a DTV
receiver, relying on stored content;
users interact with their DTV, and the
cached content can be retrieved and
presented at a time after it was broad-
cast. The latter uses an out -of -band
return channel that provides signal-
ing back to the broadcaster.

FRAME GRAB

BY ALDO CUGNINI

ATSC NRT (Non -real time) is a
Candidate Standard that provides
support for delivery of content in
advance of use (i.e., files, as opposed
to streaming content) to both fixed
and mobile broadcast receivers. NRT
services will usually carousel (i.e., re-
transmit) content throughout an an-
nounced availability window, since
receivers will begin "connecting" to
a broadcast at different times. In the
simplest use cases, the set of avail-
able files is fixed for the duration
of an NRT session. However, dy-
namic update of available content is
also supported.

NRT content carried in an ATSC
broadcast stream is delivered via ex-
tensions to the File Delivery over Uni-
directional Transport (FLUTE) pro-
tocol. Developed by the Internet En-
gineering Task Force (IETF), FLUTE
provides for unidirectional deliv-
ery of files over the Internet, where
error correction, and not bidirection-
al handshaking with retransmission,

A look at tomorrow's technology

IBC2011 attendance
At the IBC Show, attendance was slig
last year's numbers. Officially, 50,462
compared to 48,521 in 2010.

Source: IBC
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provides protection against data de-
livery errors. The specification builds
on Asynchronous Layered Coding
(ALC), an Internet protocol designed
for massively scalable multicast
distribution. When used with ATSC
NRT broadcast streams, FLUTE ap-
plies to fixed receivers using the ATSC

ATSC NRT is a
Candidate Standard

that provides
support for delivery

of content in
advance of use

to both fixed and
mobile broadcast

receivers.

DTV Standard and mobile receiv-
ers per the ATSC Mobile DTV Stan-
dard. FLUTE file packets are allowed
to use the entire transport, up to the
maximum bit rate (i.e., 19.4Mb/s for
fixed), minus signaling overhead.

NRT uses URL conventions that
provide multiple capabilities to client
browsing of HTML files. With these
rules, receivers can distinguish be-
tween files that are available only via
FLUTE versus files that are available
via both FLUTE and an Internet link.
Specific NRT URL constructions also
facilitate using relative URLs for files
delivered by FLUTE, rather than lon-
ger absolute URLs. They also support
hyperlink resolution among the files
within a FLUTE session, similar to
how file paths are defined in a com-
puter's file system. Thus, conventions
like virtual folders can be used.

Three distinct consumption models
are described in the ATSC NRT stan-
dard: Browse and Download, Push,
and Portal. Browse and Download
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describes content that can be selected
for later download. There are two basic
operations expected to be supported:
one where the user browses for content
to be retrieved from the digital broad-
cast and one where the user chooses to
view previously downloaded content.
The Push service offers continuously
updated content and is similar in func-
tion to an RSS news feed on the Inter-
net. The Portal NRT service provides
an experience similar to browsing the
Internet using a Web browser.

When an out -of -band interaction
channel is present in an ATSC DTV
service using NRT (e.g., on a fixed re-
ceiver with an Internet connection),
it must conform to ATSC A/96 Sec-
tions 6 (Application -layer protocols)
and 7 (Network and Transport -layer
protocols), and can additionally sup-
port other protocols. Network layer
protocols enable communications
between a remote server and the
interactive television client in the
DTV, over a return -channel network.
Transport -layer protocols are de-
ployed on top of the network -layer
protocols and are used for end -to-

end data exchange between the serv-
ers and clients. The A/96 specifica-
tion does not define the physical and
data -link layers.

Receiver customization
provides personalization

NRT also supports a receiver tar-
geting mechanism, which is based on
the optional association of targeting
criteria with services or individual
content items. Using this mechanism,
DTV receivers personalized by means
of a user setup (or other automatic
mechanisms) can be programmed to
behave differently and present differ-
ent content to different users, all in
a seamless fashion. Various targeting
criteria are currently supported in
the NRT stream, such as geographical
location, postal code or demographic
category, and new criteria can poten-
tially be added in future versions of
NRT. Using the NRT specification,
receivers can also be built that sup-
port different codecs, compression

formats and container file formats,
including AVC, MP3 and DTS-HD
audio, and the multimedia container
format profiled in the DECE Media
Format Specification.

NRT services are fully backward -

compatible with existing DTV receiv-
ers, which would simply ignore the ad-
ditional content. (If a receiver firmware

NRT services are
fully backward -

compatible
with existing
DTV receivers,
which would

simply ignore the
additional content.

update mechanism is available, then
current receivers could potentially ac-
cess the new NRT features, too.) The
Candidate Standard is expected to go
to Draft Standard this month, unless
otherwise extended by the ATSC.

Mobile devices support
interactivity with other
tools, too

ATSC Mobile DTV (A/153) pro-
vides for the delivery of auxiliary
(graphical) components that sup-
port interactivity, based on the
OMA-RME (Open Mobile Alliance
Rich Media Environment) specifica-
tion, written specifically for mobile
devices. OMA-RME is an umbrella
standard, encompassing elements
of application creation, delivery and
control. OMA-RME content consists
of scenes of objects such as video, im-
ages, animation, text and audio that
are composed together. By defining
each object separately, the presenta-
tion can follow scripts that control
the appearance and dynamic behav-
ior of the objects.

OMA-RME includes Scalable Vector
Graphics (SVG) Tiny 1.2 (a W3C stan-
dard), Dynamic and Interactive Multi-
media Scenes (DIMS) and the ECMA

Script Mobile Profile. SVG is an object
coding specification, an alternative to
the JPG or GIF formats, that provides a
way to generate and render both static
and dynamic (i.e., animated) graphical
elements on display devices. DIMS is
a 3GPP multimedia standard that pro-
vides for the development and delivery
of rich media services over mobile net-
works, optimized for computationally
constrained devices. DIMS is used to
synchronize graphics elements with
audio and video, and provides for the
spatial and temporal layout of a mul-
timedia scene. Scenes generated using
DIMS can consist of any combination
of still pictures, video, audio and ani-
mated graphics. DIMS also defines an
update mechanism that supports par-
tial updates of an existing scene, as well
as on -the -fly tune -in functionality.
ECMA Script is an OMA standardized
version of JavaScript, which enables
Web applications to have a compact
environment within which to run
computationally intensive programs
and scripts.

The various interactive features
described here are under develop-
ment (NRT) or in early deployment
(OMA-RME). (ATSC 2.0, currently
in development, will include Inter-
net connectivity and NRT file -based
content delivery, as well.) Expect new
tools and business models to emerge
as interactivity and mobile broadcast
go forward. BE

Aldo Cugnini is a consultant in the digital
television industry.

ElSend questions and comments to:
aldo.cugnini@penton.com
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See It
Now you can look at your source before you do a take.The exclusive live thumbnail display in the 9430
Avenue Router panel shows you the source before you take it to air. And it does so without the need for
external monitors or a monitor bus output on the router. Video monitoring plus indicators for synchronicity
and timing, audio, closed captions and AFD give you confidence that your source is ready to use.

Take It
It's the best of both worlds, a router and a clean switch all in one. The clean switch gives you full frame
synchronization that locks to your house reference so it can even switch cleanly between asynchronous
sources. Flawless audio sample rate conversion makes the 9430 truly Clean and Silent.

Choose Your Size. Then Choose Again. And Again.
Highly flexible matrix sizing lets you decide on your own configuration. The basic size is 8x2. Add user -
configurable input or output ports all the way up to 28x2 or 8x22 - and any sizes in between. Maybe a
10x5 or a 15x15? You choose. It's a future -proof design that lets you easily reconfigure at your convenience.

And this router supports any signal you have or will have in the future - HD, SD, 3 Gb/s, ASI and 310M. Built-in
black, bars and tone save you some router real estate. Plus you get a five-year warranty and free software
updates forever.

Whether you need a bypass switcher for your master control, or if you have an off -site news bureau or radio
show, or maybe you have a mobile truck or helicopter, this router is one you need to see.

Call us today for your demo!

ENSEMBLEDESIGNS
+1 (530) 478-1830

www.ensembledesigns.com
Visit us at HD World and
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Networked media
Storage and usage are almost completely disconnected.

BY BRAD GILMFR

It will not be long before there
is a complete disconnect be-
tween where professional media
is stored and where it is being

used. This is a profound shift, and it
opens possibilities that are only now
being contemplated, including pro-
fessional media applications hosted in
the cloud. This new frontier is being
enabled by cutting -edge innovations

professional purposes over WANs;
in fact, some would argue we are
already there.

You might wonder exactly what
I mean by "networked media over a
WAN." Well, it depends upon the use
case. The WAN in question might be
a VPN between a broadcaster and a
post house. It might also be a private-
ly managed network used by a media
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Hit enter these days, and your data can just as easily be stored in a cloud -based
network as it once was on a local server.The option is becoming more attractive as
security continues to develop.

that combine IT technology in new
ways for professional media. It is also
fueled by some fundamental changes
in large-scale corporate and consum-
er environments on the Internet.

For some time now, this column
has looked into technologies that
remove barriers to accessing profes-
sional media over LANs. At this point,
many of the issues surrounding LAN -
based editing, file transfer and qual-
ity of service have been addressed. In
fact, collaborative, LAN -based pro-
fessional media applications are com-
mon place.

We are at a point where one can
conceive of a sequence of techni-
cal developments that allow a media
professional to access content for

company with facilities all across the
U.S. Or, it might be freelance people
working on a project that is hosted in
the cloud. From where I sit, it is the
last case that is getting interesting,
and that is what I would like to look
into in this article.

Securing the cloud
If you assume professional content

can be stored in the cloud (another
way of saying content is stored on
servers accessible across the Inter-
net) and that extremely fast connec-
tions are generally available, then the
stage is set for professional use of net-
worked media in the cloud. Almost
immediately, one runs into objections
about storing content in the cloud

rather than in a facility. After all, this
is almost the same as saying you want
to upload a bunch of content to the
Internet, and we all know this could
have serious security implications.

Actually, it is not the same. What
if smart people are able to figure out
ways to secure professional media in
the cloud? After all, security is always
a risk/reward decision. I think this is
not only possible, but also I think it is
highly likely that media companies will
accept the security risks associated with
cloud -based storage of media assets.

With this barrier out of the way, the
next question is whether professional
applications accessing networked me-
dia in the cloud can be built and still
meet professional user requirements
for speed, security, quality and overall
functionality. I believe such applica-
tions not only can be built, but also
I have seen early implementations of
these applications, and they are quite
amazing. Surely challenges exist, but
let's look at one example where these
challenges are met and resolved using
a creative approach.

One potential problem is latency.
Latency could result in unacceptably
slow response time in a viewer or edi-
tor. One way this challenge could be
addressed is by intelligently predict-
ing what content the user will require
next, and moving the content onto the
edit platform in the background while
the user continues to edit. The concept
of a "viewable window" (let's say 10
seconds before and after the currently
displayed content) has already been
employed in a number of networked
editing systems. Extending smart solu-
tions to networked media allows func-
tional barriers to be removed.

But this scenario begs a question:
Where is the system that is being used
to manipulate the professional media?
Traditionally, the system might be an
editor sitting in a small room in a
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television station. Over time, we have
seen these edit bays move from tape -
based facilities to laptops, and the lap-
tops move from edit bays in the station
out into the field. But, in these cases, as
we moved from specialized hardware
to a combination of commodity hard-
ware and specialized software, the ap-
plication has still resided on the same
platform as the media. (For example,
you may be using a laptop editor, but
the video and audio you are editing re-
sides on the laptop as well.) As network
performance across LANs and now
WANs has increased, it has become
possible to remotely access the content
you are editing. In some cases, vendors
have even demonstrated editors that
operate using a Web interface. But now,
however, we are at a tipping point.

Applications as a service
We know we can run professional

editors on commodity computer plat-
forms. We also know we can separate
the location of the content we are edit-
ing from the location of the edit soft-
ware. We can use network attached
storage to edit content located on a re-
mote server. And, as I have just pointed
out, we are at a point where we can edit
content stored on servers not within
our four walls, but in facilities located
in other cities accessed across a WAN.

Right now, we are moving from a
paradigm in which we know exactly
which servers are storing our content,
to a notion of content stored in the
cloud, on servers in places where it
makes the most financial sense. The
physical location is not dependent
upon a specific place, but instead is
based upon meeting performance cri-
teria for latency, lost packets, etc. In
this environment, professional media
companies have no idea where content
is stored or copied and only care that
their contract with the cloud vendor
ensures their business requirements
for security and performance are met.
How the cloud vendor achieves these
requirements, while important, are
ultimately left to the cloud vendor.

Wow, this is a very different world!
But, this is not the end of it. What if
our professional media applications
are pulled into the cloud as well? For
example, imagine professional edit-
ing software offered as a service in the
cloud. In this world, you can walk up
to any computer, open a Web browser,
log in to your editing application and
begin editing content. In this world, it
does not matter whether you are us-
ing a PC or a Mac. Eventually, you can
do the same thing using a hand-held
device such as a tablet, an iPhone or
Android device. You do not own the

software, nor do you own the servers
on which the applications or media
are stored. In fact, the software and
the media are stored in many differ-
ent places in the cloud. The content
and even the editing software are not
only replicated in a number of physi-
cal locations on the Web, fragments of
the content and software are cached
close to the user in edge devices.

I know that, by now, many of you
are thinking this scenario is not only
out there, but that it is completely off
the deep end. However, I can tell you
that not only is this possible, but that
I have seen early demonstrations of
it from several vendors. Yes there are
barriers - some technical, some cul-
tural. Yes, it is true that in the future
not all professional media applica-
tions will work this way. That said,
a significant number of professional
media applications will move to the
cloud, so it is important that profes-
sional media engineers start thinking
about this new future. BE

Brad Gilmer is Executive Director of the
Advanced Media Workflow Association,
Executive Director of the Video Services
Forum, and President of Gilmer &
Associates, a management and technical
consulting company.

IIISend questions and comments to:
brad.gilmer@penton.com
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In -stadium entertainment
Vendors and venues find new revenue

in equipping sports arenas.

The market for a wide variety
of live sports production
technology continues to
grow significantly, but we're

not talking about mobile trucks. As
new outdoor stadiums and indoor
arenas continue to be built - or ret-
rofitted - with new large HD (and
3-D) displays, electronic scoreboards
and hundreds of flat -panel moni-
tors at concession stands throughout,
equipment vendors are reaping new-
found revenue without having to de-
velop new products to support them.
Indeed, sports stadium entertainment
is big business with a substantial re-
turn on investment.

In addition to producing content,
this "new" technology is also being
leveraged to send ads and other spon-
sored content to this captive audience,
increasing the sports team's bottom
line revenue as well.

The trend is clear: Stadiums and
teams are trying to keep people in the
seats by creating a multimedia expe-
rience that is similar to, but can't be
replicated at, home. These new media
production and distribution capabili-
ties often require separate all -digital
HD control rooms, IP network back-
bones and deterministic switching to
distribute the numerous signals to
different locations (simultaneously)
within a venue.

In many cases, this has resulted in
an infrastructure that is designed and
implemented as a completely separate
entity from the network or regional
sports telecast production facilities,
although it also includes HD cameras,
production switchers, multiviewers,
servers and routers.

Harris is one vendor that has tar-
geted the space in a big way. The
company has designed and installed
an entire IP-based digital signage

BY MICHAFL GROTTICFLLI

and live entertainment system inside
Amway Center, in Orlando, FL, and
is now working on the rebuilding
of Madison Square Garden (MSG),
in New York City. At MSG, Harris is
designing the IP-centric core infra-
structure and an infinitely customi-
zable digital signage network based
around Cisco Systems hardware (data
delivery) and Harris' encoders, as well
as its Infocaster (digital signage) and
Punctuate (scheduling and invoice
management) software.

The Amway Center, in Orlando, FL,

features an IP-based digital signage and
live video display network.

At the Amway Center, the mostly
Harris system (NEXIO servers, HD
routers, CENTRIO and IP multi -
viewers, template -based Inscriber
graphics systems and modular gear)
features an HD video production
and distribution and IPTV system,
integrated with a multichannel digi-
tal signage network. This allows the
Magic to address more than 1100 in-
dividual screens located throughout

the arena with tailored content. Dis-
plays can be driven to show high -
impact replays and highlights, venue
messaging, out -of -home advertising
or any combination of the three.

In addition, the system enables
advertisers to have their names dis-
played on every screen in the facility
at the same time, providing exclusive
marketing opportunities.

Serving fans in new ways
New innovations include taking

some of the traditional production
capabilities of a video control room,
which usually pushes out images to a
center -hung scoreboard, and making
that content available to fans individ-
ually either through special receiving
devices supplied by the team or mo-
bile apps on their smart phones. This
often requires significant transcod-
ing capabilities to convert baseband
video into an easily consumable for-
mat delivered over an IP and/or Wi-
Fi network. Working with established
system integrators around the coun-
try, Harris has been implementing
Cisco switching technology with its
own HD servers and routers to make
this happen.

Harris is also working to develop
less costly systems, with less capability
but the same high -quality image pro-
cessing, for colleges and smaller -mar-
ket stadiums. It would be an integrated
system that has been preconfigured to
ensure system interoperability.

Colleges get in the game
On the collegiate level, many

schools are upgrading their in-house
A/V capabilities to enrich the fan ex-
perience. The University of Oklahoma
operates a state-of-the-art video and
television production department,
complete with in-house production
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control room in 2009 that included a
Grass Valley Kayak HD production
switcher. It has now built a second
control room and populated it with a
new Grass Valley Kayenne HD video
production center switcher and two
K2 Summit (four channels each) HD
video servers.

Facilitating dual broadcasts
These all -digital control rooms are

located inside Oklahoma Memorial
Stadium (the main football and soccer
venue) and are connected via fiber-
optic cables to a total of six athletic
venues across the campus in Norman,
OK. During most games, the depart-
ment produces a "dual broadcast," one
for the people in the stadiums and an-
other for the broadcast TV audience at
home. To accomplish this, the school
purchased two Grass Valley Kayenne
panels, which are both operated off a
single switcher mainframe. One panel
is dedicated to the in -stadium enter-
tainment, and the other handles the
live TV broadcasts.

For the Miami Heat NBA basket-
ball team, managing its vast array
of assets was a problem until it in-
stalled an Avid Interplay asset man-
agement system, the same type used
at TV stations around the country.
The Heat Group's Media Production
Department, leveraging a shared
storage infrastructure designed and
implemented by SGI Professional

responsible for the project manage-
ment, space planning, final design,
equipment procurement and systems
integration as part of an ongoing de-
velopment of the multimedia tech-
nology in the stadium.

A full complement of HD technol-
ogy has been installed that enables
the "event -day" control room to mix
a variety of feeds and send images

A full complement of HD technology has been installed at FedEx Field inWashington,
DC, that enables the "event -day" control room to mix a variety of feeds and send
images (both live and prerecorded) to fans in attendance.

Services (Fremont, CA), uses
Interplay to search, retrieve and ar-
chive the media it needs to create
high -profile, brand -centric content
for those in attendance at games.
The Interplay gives the group's staff
total access to their media and en-
ables everyone in the workflow to
manage both data and the metadata
associated with it.

The Heat Group has expanded by
building an infrastructure that moves
material among EVS servers, Sony
XDCAM optical disc players, and
Avid editing and storage systems.

Keeping fans in the seats
The Washington Redskins have

completed a new HD upgrade to
their FedEx Field video control room
and infrastructure, with the help of
Communications Engineering, Inc.
(CEI), in Newington, VA. CEI was

(both live and prerecorded) to fans
in attendance at FedEx Field. The sig-
nals are delivered to two 100ft-wide
Daktronics screens as well as to a sta-
diumwide video distribution system
that can be configured to send differ-
ent signals (and promotions) to dif-
ferent parts of the venue.

Keytechnology pieces of the project
include a new HD Ross Video produc-
tion switcher; Boland, LG and Planar
HD displays; Click Effects multichan-
nel HD clip server system; EVS slow-
motion video system upgrade; Evertz
multiviewer system; GMS wireless
camera system; Grass Valley server;
Harris video routing equipment;
Image Video tally system; Sony HD
cameras with Fujinon lenses; Sony
HD video recording and playback
equipment; Apple edit system up-
grades; Tektronix test equipment;
Wohler audio monitors; an upgrade
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to fiber optics for the stadium's truck
dock; and new operating consoles.

Another noteworthy project is
the MLB's Florida Marlins' ballpark,
known as Miami Ballpark, which
is less than 2mi west of downtown
Miami - on the site of the former
Miami Orange Bowl. The new ball-
park will become home to the Florida
Marlins in 2012; the team will then
change its name to the Miami Marlins
after moving into the stadium.

The team's current home,
Dolphins Stadium, includes a game
presentations and events department
that is responsible for creating con-
tent displayed on the large screen in
the ballpark. It uses a predominantly
tape -based workflow, facilitated by
HD editing and networking technol-
ogy from Avid.

The department has three staff
members who work collaboratively
to develop all of the video displayed
in the ballpark as well as marketing
spots that are aired in TV and radio.
They also make community outreach
videos and dubs for a number of other
departments within the Marlins orga-
nization. They are discussing building
a new section of the team website that
includes content shown at the ball-
park that day on the "Marlin Vision"
(Daktronics) displays.

All of the Avid gear, including Avid
Media Composer edit stations, an
Adrenalin, an AirSpeed multichannel
video server, Mojo and Unity shared
storage and an Interplay connected to
it, will be moved to the new ballpark.
Storage capacity will be increased from
16TB to at least twice that much.

Beginning in 2012, at the new
Miami Ballpark, the game presenta-
tions and events department will de-
ploy an all -tapeless environment that
will handle two separate feeds from a
single control room, one that goes to
the large ballpark displays and a sec-
ond for all of the monitors through-
out the vending areas. This will give
the team flexibility to customize ads
and other promotions for different
parts of the ballpark.

[Note: Avid offers Avid InGame, a
preconfigured video production sys-
tem that enables sports marketing or-
ganizations within leagues, teams and
facilities to deliver fan experiences as
well as drive enhanced brand visibil-
ity and revenue.]

Entertainment
The name of the game in sports

today is entertainment. Teams want
to monetize as much of that enter-
tainment experience as they can by
quickly creating content, such as

video packag
and displaying is
screens througho,
Web or in other typv
that use personalized

For broadcast equip7cl
then, in -stadium enterta
resents a reinvigorated verts
(in light of a stagnant broas
station sector) that holds the
tial for significant new business.
all, who knows television produc,
and video signal delivery better? Is
best part for equipment companies is
that they can easily carry over exist-
ing technology to support these new
types of digital signage and multime-
dia AV applications.

The ROI for manufacturers is pretty
good when you consider the minimal
re -engineering required to support in -
stadium video applications. For sports
teams and colleges, the benefit for fans
is even more rewarding. BE

Michael Grotticelli regularly reports on the
professional video and broadcast
technology industries.
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BXF explained
The new open SMPTE schema standard

levels the playing field.

For years, broadcast automa-
tion systems and business
systems needed manual ac-
cess and conversion inter-

face applications to convert metadata
to/from their respective systems. The
multitudes of proprietary interfaces
are difficult to keep up with, especial-
ly as system upgrades and enhance-
ments were added to either side.

The new SMPTE 2021 BXF 1.0 sche-
ma standard is one of the biggest ad-
vances in broadcast automation in this
decade. The holy grail of automation
has always been to provide a system
that uses a central database for metada-
ta between traffic and master control.
Since centralizing a database between
business systems and master control/
operations is easier said than done, the
next best thing is to standardize on a
communication schema for the ex-
change of mission -critical data.

Technology standards are needed
to organize varying systems and tech-
nologies. While manufacturers offer
the promise of tight integration be-
tween varying systems, they still of-
fer varied proprietary systems. BXF
changes that. The new open SMPTE
schema standard levels the playing
field for manufacturers. By enabling
their systems to work within the
protocol's framework, manufactur-
ers can assure broadcasters of getting
nonproprietary full -feature metadata
conversions and messaging systems.

History and stats
In 2008, SMPTE developed and

published a schema standard called
BXF (Broadcast Exchange Format)
1.0 or SMPTE 2021. In a nutshell, BXF
was developed to replace the various
archaic text conversion schemas that
have been developed over the years to
interface, access and transfer schedules,

BY SID GUFL

playlists, dubs lists, record lists, delete
lists, etc., from business systems to au-
tomation systems.

Today, SMPTE representatives note
there are dozens of manufacturers
that have developed applications and
workflow systems using the BXF sche-
ma. There have been more than 150
national and international SMPTE
members, including industry -leading
manufacturers, involved in the devel-
opment and enhancement of BXF. In
this new digital world of broadcast-
ing where multichannel, multimedia
operations are the norm, the BXF
schema standard helps manufacturers

BXF-based applications and their open -
standard schema save on costs.

build applications for automating
processes and procedures to next -
generation enterprise levels.

The current BXF 1.0 includes an
exchange schema definition (XSD)
collection for schedules, as -run,
content, content transfers, etc. The
BXF schema helps manufacturers
simplify and automate the commu-
nication and workflow between a
broadcaster's diverse business and
transmission systems such as traffic,
program management, content deliv-
ery and automation. The master con-
trol and traffic departments are the
most common broadcast uses. When
properly implemented, BXF-based

applications automate the work-
flow process, streamline operations,
maximize value of content and inven-
tory, and increase flexibility for sales
and advertisers.

As an XML-based communication
schema, BXF allows for near -real-time
messaging and updating between
disparate systems. The XML-based
messages include instructions about
program or interstitial changes, al-
lowing an automated approach to as-

run reporting and schedule changes.
Other BXF capabilities include near-

real -time dub orders, missing spots
reports and content management.

In the past, a phone call to/from
traffic was the norm. Seeing a traffic
department representative in master
control to make changes to the paper
schedule is usually a daily event. In to-
day's world, business departments need
to know exactly when a program or
interstitial has aired and if it aired cor-
rectly, and they need to know it as soon
as possible.

Revenue optimization
One of the most important fac-

tors about BXF-based applications is
that they allow the decision -making
aspects of master control schedule
changes to be made in the traffic de-
partment. Traffic personnel can max-
imize revenue opportunities by pro-
viding lucrative replacements to any
missing spot scenario. Or, when lucra-
tive missing "copy" finally arrives and
is ingested into playout video servers,
traffic can make decisions on which
interstitials/programs to drop and re-
place. Traffic has advertiser contract
information giving them the ability
to switch programs and interstitials
to more lucrative advertisers.

The sales department also ben-
efits from BXF-based applications.
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Because of the automated near -real-
time fashion of the BXF messaging
schema, the sales department can
make last-minute, higher -revenue
interstitial or program additions to
the on -air schedule. So while BXF
schemas lower costs through stan-
dardizing, streamlined processes and
minimized manual changes/input-
ting, they also generate more revenue
through revenue optimization.

Comprehensive
event structure

In creating playout schedules, the
goal is to create a schedule with the
minimum and most efficient amount
of effort. BXF-based applications
simplify the creation of complex
multiline event situations by auto-
mating the creation of multiple event
lines within a playout schedule. In the
most efficient configuration, traffic
does little to activate a complex play -

out scenario like a live news break
for example. For traffic personnel, it
may be as simple as creating a one -
line traffic schedule with a predefined
identification number. A BXF-based
application and the master control
automation system take that one -line
traffic schedule and convert it into a
complex multiline playout schedule
with all the needed secondary events.
If BXF-based applications are proper-
ly configured with predefined conver-
sion rules, master control personnel
are not saddled with creating or fixing
complex multiline event structures.

Latest applications
News production automation is

the latest craze in broadcast auto-
mation. A handful of manufacturers
have developed systems to automate
live newscast productions. The more
advanced news production automa-
tion systems repurpose content for

distribution via Internet, mobile devic-
es, VOD and syndication. A key aspect
of these systems is the ability to mon-
etize content assets. Interfacing with
traffic and billing systems, via BXF-
based applications, helps to maximize
advertising avails to other platforms.
BXF-based applications automate the
heavy lifting of scheduling, changing
and verifying ads in live on -air and live
streaming productions.

Content metadata
management

Beyond schedules and as -runs,
access and distribution of database
metadata is another of BXF's ben-
efits. Business systems such as sales,
programming and rights manage-
ment use BXF-based schemas and
applications to automatically popu-
late centralized data warehouses with
cost and scheduling data. The master
control automation database can be
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populated with extensive and accurate
metadata from traffic systems. Media
asset management (MAM) and digi-
tal asset management (DAM) systems
use database information from busi-
ness systems also. News production
systems use BXF-based applications
to automate schedule changes and
verify information for on -air, VOD,
mobile and IPTV schedules. BXF-
based applications and features can
allow for the exchange of metadata
among systems that may not have di-
rect access to content.

Content movement
instructions

As rich media content moves from
place to place, the metadata associ-
ated with this content moves also.
This usually is a manual process or
one with error -prone work-arounds
such as hot -folders. Today, there are
BXF-based applications that can

automate the transfer of metadata
that originates from advertising agen-
cies and business systems to master
control, nearline and archive MAM/
DAM systems.

For example, let's say traffic makes
a change request via a BXF schema
message to master control, and a
new interstitial is added to the mas-
ter control playout schedule. Once
the message is accepted by master
control and the event is added to the
schedule, the master control system
will begin searching for that rich
media within its automation data-
base. If the rich media is located on
a nearline and/or archive system,
the master control automation or
MAM/DAM system will activate a
transfer request for that rich media.
Metadata from the business systems
will populate the master control and
media asset management systems
database. BXF-based applications

can create move -instruction mes-
sages to activate a system's physi-
cal transfer of content from source
to destination.

The spotlight moves to
business systems

As BXF-based applications become
more popular, we can see business
systems playing a larger role in the
control and monitoring of broadcast
production systems such as master
control automation, MAM, DAM,
etc. It's clear that improving and
advancing operations, procedures
and workflows that are upstream
of master control is now more im-
portant than ever for broadcasters.
The spotlight will shift to the traffic,
programming, sales and rights man-
agement systems. For example, it
makes sense for traffic to be respon-
sible for master control metadata and
schedule changes. With advertiser
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contracts in hand, the traffic depart-
ment has the information to make the
best possible decisions.

Cost versus benefit
We've mentioned many times dur-

ing this report that BXF-based ap-
plications and their open -standard
schema save on costs. To factor how
much, you must first define cost and
values to each aspect of the workflow
and operation, multiply personnel
and wage costs by the hours it takes
to transfer files, manually update da-
tabases, manually correct schedules,
manually enter and correct data in
databases, plus e -mails, phone calls,
meetings, etc. Define the costs of how
much time and effort is being exerted
by functioning in a manual mode.

Value is the next factor. What is the
average value of your interstitials and
programs? How much revenue would
be lost if an interstitial or program

did not air or it aired incorrectly, re-
quiring a make -good? Value can also
mean potential revenue. By offering
automated processes, last-minute
changes can incur additional revenue.
Near -real-time updating is constantly
showing commercial avails. These
benefits have value. Value can also
be given to your on -air look. How
do we compare to the competition?
Automated systems by definition
give you a higher up -time percentage
and better on -air look than stations
without automation.

Implementation
Implementing BXF-based applica-

tions involves hardware, software and
a good amount of workflow changes.
The majority of a BXF implementa-
tion is reorganizing and revamping
your workflow process. In fact, you'll
spend more time on redefining du-
ties and tasks than you will with the

physical implementation of hardware
and software. In physical terms, the
BXF-based applications and their
schemas run best on server -class
hardware with modern network ac-
cessibility to all parties involved.

To implement BXF in your facility,
you must first understand the needs.
Then, understand how BXF will ben-
efit your system. You must also un-
derstand the manufacturer and its in-
tegration of BXF schema standards in
its products. Once you've pinpointed
the areas where BXF-based applica-
tions can be used, devise a plan. Cre-
ating a diagram and documenting is
always a good first step.

Even though automating simplifies
an operation, it's only smart to have
accurate documentation. The main
reasons for documentation include
the training of new staff, for trouble-
shooting issues and for future con-
figuration changes or enhancements.
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Test offline and verify the results.
Train staff on how the new processes
and procedure will work, and then ac-
tivate your BXF-based applications.

BXF 2.0
The SMPTE BXF standard and sche-

ma is alive and constantly changing
and updating. SMPTE representatives

note there are big advances coming in
the next version of BXF. SMPTE bal-
loting and voting are still required, but
there are a few new advances worth
noting. If voting passes, the next BXF
version standard will soon provide
support for simultaneous program
events in master control.

A simultaneous program event

LYNXTechnik AO
yellobrik finally, bricks done right...
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www.lynx-technik.com infousa©lynx-technik.com (661) 251 8600

scenario occurs when there is a clos-
ing credits DVE squeeze while simul-
taneously starting the next program.
BXF will properly report timestamps
and durations for programing and
interstitials. Previously, secondary
automation events such as DVE,
logos, crawls, animation keys, etc.
were considered nonprogram events.
In BXF 2.0, the plan is that second-
ary events can be identified as pro-
gram events for proper automation
as -run reporting.

Multilanguage support is also
planned for BXF Version 2.0. If com-
mittee voting passes, the BXF schema
will be enhanced to allow for multiline,
noncontrol program titles that can be
places on the schedule in multiple lan-
guages. The noncontrol information
lines are used by program managers to
properly schedule and verify, via as -run,
multilanguage programming. Master
control operators will also benefit by
knowing if a program will run on other
output channels in another language
or that the program has multilanguage
audio channels.

The future
There are many enhancements

coming in future releases of the BXF
schema standard. Most notably is how
the BXF schema will be used in ap-
plication to interface with rich media
MXF files. BXF-based applications will
someday have the ability to map and
extract metadata information from
MXF files. For example, if a station or
network receives an MXF file from a
distributor, a BXF schema -based ap-
plication can extract the metadata
from the MXF file without having to
wait for a hard copy sent separate via
paper timesheet or e-mail.

Combining metadata with rich me-
dia is a common operation in many
applications for European broad-
caster. For example, metadata extrac-
tion is automatically entered into the
master control automation system for
playout. Databases in master control
and traffic for spot or programming
metadata is not common like it is in
the U.S.
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The EBU, Advanced Media Work-
flow Association (AMWA) and their
Framework for Interoperability Media
Services (FIMS) initiative are work-
ing to improve how metadata and
rich media are managed in a service -
oriented architecture environment. It
is hoped that the output of this initia-
tive will soon be brought to SMPTE
for due process standardization.

We can also expect more rights
management support in the future. As
our industry is quickly moving from
multichannel to multichannel/multi-
media operations, rights management
is more important than ever. Both
broadcasters and content owners will
benefit by accessing near -real-time
information regarding their content.
BXF schema -based application manu-
facturers are working to make these
options and features a reality.

Thus far, advertising agencies have
not used BXF. SMPTE representatives
hope that one day ad agencies will also
be able to benefit from BXF. National
advertising and content metadata be-
gins with advertisers and ad agencies.
By adding ad agencies to the broad-
casting workflow, metadata accuracy
can be improved and operations can be
more streamlined. For example, today
interstitials have unique agency identi-
fication code. If they used BXF-based
schema and applications, this agency
identification code would stay with
the metadata throughout the entire
end -to -end workflow. The metadata
would begin at content creation, then
stay through advertising buys, content
distribution, playout, as -run, business
reconciliation and finally to verifica-
tion, affidavit creation and billing.

Why BXF?
Many manufacturers think the

adoption of the BXF schema standard
shows a commitment to and support
of a broadcaster's right to choose the
best systems available. Inventory and
revenue optimization work extremely
well with the BXF standard in the
mix. Competition is a good thing
for the industry, and it raises the bar
of functionality. Manufacturers are

eager to compete to ensure broadcast-
ers remain competitive in a fast -chang-
ing multichannel, multimedia digital
world. Standards such as BXF are the
best way to ensure that happens_

BXF schema -based applications
are becoming an essential component
of highly automated broadcast opera-
tions. The notion of both eliminating

cumbersome manual file exchange
and having a near -real-time exchange
of data between production and busi-
ness systems is a good example of
how today's broadcast technology
provides more functionality and re-
quires less time to manage. BE

Sid Guel is the president and founder of
Broadcast Automation Consulting.
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WHEATSTONE IS TELEVISION AUDIO AT ITS FINEST

FEATURES FOLLOW-THROUGH PRICE
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console is linked directly to a
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Network

First

modular

system,
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workflow. Because of our modular

design, future features are easy

to implement. We know that with

changing technologies you'll need

flexible designs that can handle

feeds that may not exist today.

We're ready.

. DIMENSION
ONE

In a world where service is

becoming secondary, our pledge

is this: Wheatstone will be there

from the beginning for as long as

you need us, any time, day
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television

audio

consoles,

right here

in the USA for more than 25

years. We hand pick and QC every

component we use to ensure the

highest quality. Our designs are

proven and our customer -first

service gives you support in

the field from our New Bern, NC

factory and our San Francisco, CA

facility. No matter what, we have

your back.

It's challenging out there and

you've got to make certain that

every piece of gear you purchase

is perfect for your needs at a

price that's better than seems

possible...AND that it's going to

last. Our design initiative dictates

that every piece of equipment

we make fits that criteria.Our

Dimension One gives you big

market features for a manageable

mid -market price. Our D-8 starts

at under $65K! And our D-32

provides layout flexibility to fit any

space. Regardless of the size of

your operation (or your budget),

Wheatstone is a perfect fit

Interested? We hope so. You can learn a lot more at our web site: wheatstone-tv.com

We still welcome good old fashioned phone calls.
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experience

Matthew Knight Arena's control room
is part of an overall project integrated
by Burst that also brings Oregon fans a
replay system in HD.

Oregon's Matthew Knight Arena
boasts HD production for fans.
FIY DON ROONFY

For nearly a century, MacArthur Court served as home to the Oregon
Ducks. A school legacy, "The Pit" or "Mac Court" was voted "best gym
in America" in 2001 by The Sporting News and listed in 1995 as one of
the 12 toughest places in the country to play at the collegiate level by

Sports Illustrated.
Over the decades, the multipurpose arena for sporting and entertainment

events underwent numerous modifications and upgrades, but it was time to
replace the much -loved arena with a modern facility designed to give specta-
tors a more engaging experience.
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SYSTEM DESIGN
SHOWCASE

Three stories tall and weighing 20 tons, the
scoreboard is one of the largest installed in a
college sports arena.

So, in January 2011, the Ducks
migrated into the state-of-the-art
Matthew Knight Arena. The history -
making move has provided a memo-
rable game -day experience using new
technology and multimedia com-
ponents, including: live coverage,
instant replays, behind -the -scenes
action, fan shots, and promotional
messages to capture action on the
court and in the stands.

Located on the Eugene, OR, cam-
pus, the 12,364 -seat arena, complet-
ed at a cost of $227 million, is already
making a name for itself. One of the
most expensive college arenas con-
structed to date, "The Matt" is in the
running for LEED Gold certification
(which will make it among the first
LEED-certified sports facilities in the
nation) and boasts one of the larg-
est college sports facility scoreboards
ever installed - standing three sto-
ries tall, 36ft wide and weighing
more than 60,0001bs.

Burst, a Denver -based systems in-
tegrator, worked with consultants
Anthony James Partners (AJP) and
Wrightson, Johnson, Haddon &
Williams (WJHW) to provide detailed
design and integration of the HD vid-
eo replay system and control room.
Several other parties were involved
with the project as well, including:

Ellerbe Becket, TVA Architects,
Hoffman Construction, JMI Sports
and IMG College.

The University of Oregon needed
a versatile and robust system that
could multi -task to handle a wide
variety of sport and entertainment

needs. The new arena meets those
needs with a high -definition system
that brings the spectator experience
to a whole new level.

The video replay system is made
up of a central equipment room, a
main control room and an auxiliary

The 12,364 -seat arena, finished at a cost of
$227 million, is one of the most expensive

college arenas constructed to date.

Camera shading, tape operations and patching to the truck dock, for all events
including games and concerts, will take place inside the main equipment room.
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SHOWCASE

control room. The facility supports
five dedicated, high -definition cam-
eras via patching at numerous JBT
panels throughout the arena. Based
on the camera location, an operator

can shoot in a studio or with a hand-
held configuration. A camera at cen-
ter follow position, another at slash
and handheld cameras under each
basket capture action on the court.

Design Team
Burst:
Tom Norman, senior design engineer
Don Rooney, VP engineering
Dave Stengel, senior project manager
Letha Koepp, project administrator
Christian Freeman, lead installer
Anthony James Partners (AJP): Larry Lucas
Wrightson, Johnson, Haddon & Williams: Todd Semple
JMI Sports: Dave Daterman

Technology at work
ADC: Video patch
Adobe: Creative Suite 5 graphic design software
AJA Video Systems: Frame syncs and conversion
Anton Bauer: Batteries and accessories
APC: UPS

Audio Accessories: Audio patch
Avocent: KVM extenders
Belden: Audio, video, control and data cabling
Blackmagic Design: DeckLink Studio 2
Chyron: LEX3 character generator
Clear-Com: Four -channel partyline and Tempest wireless intercom
Ensemble Designs: Conversion
Evertz: HD2014 PassPort processors
Fujinon: 50X and 23X lenses
Gepco: Cabling and triax patch
Grass Valley: K2 Dyno replay system
HarrisNideotek: Sync generator and signal analyzer
Henry Engineering: Audio conversion
Hewlett-Packard: Edit workstation
Hitachi: Z-HD5000 triax cameras
JBL: Audio monitors
JVC: Blu-ray recorder
Marshall: Monitoring
Middle Atlantic: Racks
Miranda: Multiviewer
Ross Video: Vision 2 switcher with two control panels, distribution and

conversion
Snell: AN routing
Sony: XDCAM, PMW-320K cameras and 47in LCD monitors
TBC: Consoles
Telecast: Rattler fiber TX/RX
Vinten: Tripods and heads
Wohler: Audio monitoring
Yamaha: Digital mixing console

A floating handheld camera provides
images of the fans in the stands and
behind the scenes.

Connectivity to the truck dock
is available for sending and receiv-
ing feeds to and from visiting trucks.
The system also accommodates live
broadcasts and provides replays to the
in-house audience.

The video production system gen-
erates video signals for the large cen-
ter -hung displays and the in-house
MATV system.

On the event level, a main control
room houses a full production crew.
An auxiliary control room - with
a second Ross Video Vision control
panel in the scoreboard/PA room -
on the upper concourse is available
for use during smaller scale produc-
tions. The main control room has
numerous audio, video and intercom
paths to and from the main PA room

Connectivity to
the truck dock is

available in order to
facilitate resource
sharing between
arena production

and visiting trucks.

on the upper concourse, as well as
triax, audio, video and intercom tie
lines to the truck dock to facilitate
resource sharing between in-house
arena production and visiting pro-
duction trucks.

The overall project schedule was
tight, making logistics important.
Considerable communication and
coordination with other contractors
was essential to ensure that all con-
tractors were able to complete work
on time, even when services weren't
always available or reliable. For ex-
ample, when electricians needed to
kill site power to test various systems,
it placed an additional burden on the
schedule for completion.
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Last-minute additions to the origi-
nal plan called for the installation
of two additional cameras, a second
switcher control panel and frame
synchronizers to allow operators
more flexibility to run a show from

cost-effective price. This was a turn-
key project, and all equipment was
brand new.

Key equipment includes: Hitachi
and Sony cameras, Fujinon lenses,
a Ross Video production switcher,

Despite last-minute additions to the
original plan, including two more

cameras, a second switcher control
panel and frame synchronizers, all

work was completed on time.

the main control room or from the
upper -concourse PA room. Regard-
less, all work was completed on time.

Equipment selection for the are-
na was carefully considered in or-
der to provide the best images at a

a Grass Valley K2 Dyno replay sys-
tem, a Chyron character generator, a
Miranda multiviewer, a Clear -Corn
intercom and a Snell routing switch-
er. Terminal equipment is dominant-
ly from Ross Video, with additional

conversion gear by AJA Video Sys-
tems and sync generation by Harris.
Audio interface equipment is from
Henry Engineering.

The Matt features a production
system built to enhance fans' experi-
ence, regardless of the entertainment.
Whether for basketball, volleyball,
concerts or other functions, spectators
get "front row" seats to the court, the
stage and in the stands. The enormous
screens fed by the HD system provide
outstanding viewing for every fan, so
there's not a bad seat in the house. BE

Don Rooney is vice president,
engineering for Burst.
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FEATURE
UNDERSTANDING AVCHD

Baseline Profile

Level
3.1

H.264/AVC
720p25
720p30

Up to
14Mb/s

CAVLC

No B
slices

4 x 4
only

Level
3.2

H.264/AVC 720p50
720p60

Up to
20Mb/s

Level
4.0

H.264/AVC 720p59.94/720p60
1080 p29.97/1080p30

Up to
20Mb/s

Level
4.1

H.264/AVC 720p59.94/720p60
1080p29.97/1080p30

Up to
50Mb/s

Main Profile

Level
4.0

AVCHD
720p25

720p59.94
1080p23.976

1080p25

Up to
20Mb/s CAVLC

and

B

slices

Level
4.1

AVCHD Up to
50Mb/s

1080p29.97
1080i50

1080i59.94

CABAC 4 x 4
only

High Profile

Level
4.0 AVCHD

720p25
Up to

20Mb/s
B

slices
720p59.94

1080p23.976
1080p25

1080p29.97 CAVLC
AVCHD 1080i50 and

Level
4.1

NXCAM
AVCCAM

1080i59.94 Up to
50Mb/s

CABAC

4 x 4

BD
Or

8 x 8

Level
4.2

AVCHD 2.0 1080p50
1080p59.94

Up to
50Mb/s

Figure 1. HD H.264/AVC profiles and levels

Although AVCCAM and NXCAM are
marketed as professional formats, both
use the same AVCHD High Profile codec.

AVCHD, developed jointly by
Panasonic and Sony, is a proprietary
version of H.264/AVC. Specifically,
AVCHD employs both the H.264
Main Profile (MP) and High Profile
(HP). (See Figure 1.) The HP codec
provides important image quality
advantages over the MP codec. Thus,
although AVCHD is marketed as a
single codec, it uses a pair of codec
profiles. (The HP codec is down-
ward compatible with the MP codec.)
Moreover, although AVCCAM and

NXCAM are marketed as professionai
formats, both use the same AVCHD
HP codec. As you can see, understand-
ing AVCHD, AVCCAM and NXCAM
is more complex than understanding
DVCAM, DVCPRO and DVCPRO50.

Baseline Profile
The lowest profile used by an HD

camera is BP. BP supports only the
less efficient context -adaptive vari-
able -length coding (CAVLC). Level
3.1 supports 720p30 at up to 14Mb/s,

while Level 3.2 and Level 4.0 support
720p60 at up to 20Mb/s - although
at such a low data rate, only 720p30
would be visually acceptable. Level
4.1 supports 720p60 at up to 50Mb/s.
(See the H.264/AVC I- and P -slice
encoding sidebar on page 46 to learn
about H.264/AVC encoding.)

Main Profile
MP offers the next performance

level. MP supports both CAVLC and
the more efficient context -adaptive
binary -arithmetic coding (CABAC).
MP also supports B -slices in addi-
tion to I- and P -slices. Because B data
packets provide H.264 with its great-
est encoding efficiency, MP decreases
the probability of compression ar-
tifacts upon rapid motion. AVCHD
uses MP and higher profiles.

A B -reference is generated when
two motion vectors are defined from
the displacement between the Cur-
rent Block and Reference Blocks.
With H.264, "bi" means two vec-
tors - not two directions as it does
for MPEG-2.

Several levels may be used with
MP. Level 4.0 supports 720p59.94 and
1080i59.94 up to 20Mb/s (17Mb/s),
while Level 4.1 supports data rates up
to 50Mb/s (22Mb/s to 24Mb/s). The
ability of Levels 4.0 and 4.1 to sup-
port 1080i59.94 means that 23.976fps
can be recorded after applying 2:3
pulldown. This capability also means
that 1080p29.97 can be recorded
as 1080i59.94/29.97PsF because its
frame rate is equal to the 29.97fps
used by 1080i59.94.

High Profile
HP offers all the capabilities of MP

(CABAC coding and B -slices) plus an
optional capability that greatly im-
proves codec efficiency - the abil-
ity to dynamically switch between
8 x 8 and 4 x 4 submacroblocks during
compression. Image areas with high
detail are compressed using 4 x 4 pixel
blocks, while areas with low detail are
compressed using 8 x 8 pixel blocks.
The latter generates less data; there-
fore, more bandwidth is available for
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H.264/AVC I- and P -slice encoding
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Figure 2. 16 x 16 pixel macroblocks each
with four 8 x 8 subblocks

0
ne of the many characteris-
tics of H.264/AVC that makes
it difficult to understand is its

use of terms similar to those used
when discussing MPEG-2 - for
example, "I," "P" and "B." An H.264
I -slice is a portion of a picture com-
posed of macroblocks, all of which
are based upon macroblocks within
the same picture. Thus, H.264 intro-
duces a new concept called slices
- segments of a picture bigger
than macroblocks but smaller than
a frame. Just as there are I -slices,
there are P- and B -slices. P- and B -
slices are portions of a picture com-
posed of macroblocks that are not
dependent on macroblocks in the
same picture.

H.264 encoding begins by chro-
ma downsampling to 4:2:0. Next,
each incoming picture is divided
into macroblocks. (When interlaced
video is encoded, both fields are
compressed together.) Many of the
same techniques used to compress
an MPEG-2 I -frame are used to
compress macroblocks making up
an I -slice. Each 16 x 16 pixel macro -
block is further partitioned into four
8 x 8 submacroblocks. (See Figure
2.) The encoder can switch between
working with 16 x 16 blocks and
8 x 8 blocks.

Blocks, of course, are located
next to other blocks. For example,

the Current Block (yellow) in the
Figure 2 frame to be encoded has a
block to the left (green) and a block
above (blue). The latter two blocks
are Previous Blocks. Referenc3
Pixels are located at the left (dar<
green) and lower (dark blue) bound-
aries between Previous Blocks and
the Current Block. Four different
types of prediction methods (modes)
are used with 16 x 16 macroblocks.
(See Figure 3.)

When predictions are made for
8 x 8 submacroblocks, nine modes
are used. (See Figure 4.)

In all cases, the mode that best
predicts the content of the Current
Block is selected as the Current Pre-
diction Mode. The Current Prediction
Mode is linked to the Current Block.
Each Predicted Block (from the col-
umn and row of Reference Pixels) is
"subtracted" from the Current block,
thereby generating a Residual (dif-
ference) Block. Each Residual Block
is compressed, linked to the Current

Block, and during decoding used as
a picture "correction" block.

Once an I -slice has been encod-
ed, P -slices are encoded. Motion es-
timation is methodically performed,
and macroblocks in other frames are
searched for the contents of the Cur-
rent Block. H.264 supports searching
within up to five pictures before or af-
ter the current picture. (AVCHD sup-
ports searching within four pictures.)
Obviously, the greater the number of
reference pictures used, the greater
the memory that must be in an en-
coder. For this reason, AVCHD cam-
eras typically only support one or
two reference frames.

The block with the best measured
content match becomes a Refer-
ence Block. A P -reference is gener-
ated when only a single motion vec-
tor is defined by the displacement
between Current and Reference
Blocks. Each motion vector and
each P -slice compressed Residual
Block are linked to a P -slice.

0 (vertical) 1 (horizontal) 2 (DC) 3 (plane)

Figure 3. Four prediction modes for 16 x 16 luma blocks

Mode 0

Mode 4

Mode 1

Mode 5

Average

Mode 2 Mode 3

 Adjacent pixels
6. Predictive pixels

e Copy of below pixel

Figure 4. Nine prediction modes for 8 x 8 submacroblocks
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data from areas with fine detail.
During encoding, each 16 x 16

pixel macroblock is partitioned into
four 8 x 8 submacroblocks and 16
4 x 4 submacroblocks. (See Figure 2.)
The encoder can switch among work-
ing with 16 x 16 blocks, 8 x 8 blocks
and 4 x 4 blocks. When predictions
are made for 16 x 16 macroblocks,
four modes are used. (See Figure 3.)
When predictions are made for 8 x 8
submacroblocks, nine modes are
used. (See Figure 4.) Canon AVCHD
camcorders were the first to use HP
H.264. Shooters quickly found MP
software decoders were unable to de-
code Canon recordings.

An HP encoder supports 720p59.94
and 1080i59.94 using multiple lev-
els. Level 4.0 supports data rates up
to 20Mb/s (17Mb/s). Level 4.1, used
by AVCHD, AVCCAM and NXCAM,
supports data rates up to 50Mb/s
(22Mb/s to 24Mb/s). Blu-ray employs

Level 4.1 using a video data rate up
to 40Mb/s.

Level 4.2, available in camcord-
ers using AVCHD 2.0, supports a
data rate up to 50Mb/s (28Mb/s) for

H.264/AVC encodes
stereo audio using

ACC or LPCM
audio. AVCHD

audio is restricted
to AC -3 Dolby

Digital 2.0 stereo
or 5.1 surround.

1080p59.94 When AVCHD is record-
ed on a DVD, the disc's maximum spin
speed limits the data rate to 17Mb/s.
Therefore, when you shoot either MP
or HP Level 4.1, or HP Level 4.2, you
will not be able to archive to a DVD.

GOP structure
Each frame is encoded as one or

more I-, P- and B -slices. Typically,
every half -second, an H.264 encoder
outputs an I -frame -a picture with
all intra-encoded slices.

Audio encoding
H.264/AVC encodes stereo audio

using ACC or LPCM audio. AVCHD
audio is restricted to AC -3 Dolby
Digital 2.0 stereo or 5.1 surround.
(NXCAM camcorders record un-
compressed audio using PCM audio
sampled at 48kHz.) BE

Steve Mullen is the owner of Digital Video
Consulting.
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Dundas Square, one of the new sites within
the Rogers Network in Canada, employs an
Autocue newsroom system.

Smaller broadcasters have different
needs than their larger counterparts.
BY RICHARD SATCHELL

It is the accepted norm for many
large broadcasters to base their
entire production workflows
around a large centralized work

hub, and it is often hard to argue
against this approach. It allows all of
the elements of the workflow to have
common access to the appropriate
media at any given point and enables
collaboration between users.

Traditional best -of -breed vendors
have also built out their solutions to
cover large elements of the workflow

under one roof, removing a number
of integration issues. However, for
smaller broadcasters, while their fun-
damental production requirements
and aspirations are the same, it is not
always appropriate or possible to sim-
ply scale down the same solution to
meet their needs, let alone budgets.

A centralized
production hub

The concept of a centralized pro-
duction hub, using a large SAN or

NAS device as the conduit through
which all production data flows, is
hardly new, and the sharing of media
across a network is now an accepted
part of the broadcast and production
cycle. With the addition of client in-
terfaces to storage systems, file level
sharing from a centralized and net-
worked location is now readily avail-
able. This allows users to access media
and work on it from any workstation,
to subsequently share media across
different functions more easily, and
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worktiows
ultimately to collaborate by working
on the same file at the same time.

Beyond the theory, this model, and
its associated technology, has adapted
well to the constantly changing reality
of the broadcast world. The move to
HD (and now stereoscopic) has driven
the need for larger and faster storage,
increasingly complex workflows and
quicker turnaround times. And the
sheer scale of production environ-
ments now requires dedicated video
networks, often isolated from the reg-
ular corporate networks required for
the everyday operation of the business
- all of which fits well with the con-
cept of centralized work hubs.

To deliver the desired workflow
around this hub, best -of -breed ven-
dors have historically supplied dif-
ferent parts of the production chain.

However, over the past 10 years, the
market has seen significant consoli-
dation, workflow has become king,
and companies have developed or
acquired much broader solutions to
provide ingest, storage, editing and
playout all under one roof. This ap-
proach clearly makes a lot of sense in
terms of integration, workflow and
support, albeit that many specialists
catering for specific elements of the
workflow will still argue the merits of
their best -of -breed solution.

Scaling the size of this model up-
wards, or applying it to a broadcaster
above a certain size, is simple and
makes sense for all involved. Manu-
facturers are obviously only too hap-
py to design systems in a way that
can be grown over time or are well
suited to large installs, and they often

see spending on infrastructure solu-
tions as a strong indicator of future
investment. For the broadcaster, this
often creates a platform for growth,
acquiring technology that is either
expanding or complementing their
core investment. It therefore makes
sense for technicians, engineers,
consultants and integrators who are
looking to grow the infrastructure of
an existing site, or even specify and
install a new site from scratch, to
look at what's come before and scale
or replicate as appropriate.

Scaling down
But, scaling these solutions down

to a smaller operation is another
story. The large number of smaller
broadcasters and production facilities
may have the same production values

If"
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FEATURE
PRODUCTION WORKFLOWS

and aspirations as their larger coun-
terparts, but certainly don't have the
budget or the resources to implement
the same workflows, nor do they re-
quire the complexity inherent in these
larger systems.

For smaller broadcasters, a single
integrated end -to -end solution is a
must. It is simply too expensive and
overly complex to have various com-
ponents of the ingest, central stor-
age, playout and nearchive/archive
workflow represented by individual

Autocue's complete end -to -end
newsroom and production workflow
can be based around a single video
server and scaled upward as required.

systems that interface to each other.
This end -to -end approach often pro-
vides a simple, scalable and modular
solution that is much more appropri-
ate for the scale of operation, both
now and in the future. However, even
the brands that can offer the breadth
of solution required are often cost -
prohibitive due to the high level of
initial investment required. So the
question remains: How can we, as
technology architects, reduce the cost
for smaller broadcasters while main-
taining or even improving the desired
workflow and scalability?

If we accept that the concept of a
central hub and an end -to -end solu-
tion is the best direction to take, then
the next step is to consider what can
be done to scale this up or down infi-
nitum as required. Due to the inher-
ent structure and building blocks of
the larger systems, even if you drasti-
cally reduce its size, each function still
needs to be split across several differ-
ent servers, often including propri-
etary hardware, and each element of
the workflow still needs to be separat-
ed by several client interfaces and as-
sociated licenses. For a smaller opera-
tion, this is clearly too expensive, but
also unnecessarily complex. If your

workflow dictates that a single user
is fulfilling multiple functions, then
the idea of that individual having to
operate across a number of separate
clients from a single workstation is no
longer fit for purpose.

Central storage
as the engine

Today some vendors have devel-
oped solutions that use the central
storage not only as the hub but also
as the engine. This structure enables

the same fundamental workflow,
providing a system that is not only
cheaper in the first instance but also
has considerably lower running costs.
The user also maintains the benefits
of having a single vendor covering all
elements of the workflow, and being
able to access content from any loca-
tion on the network.

Larger broadcasters might argue
that the obvious trade-off in such
a system is the depth of functional-
ity and level of redundancy it can
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The Autocue video server GUI is simple and intuitive for large and small
broadcasters alike.

many of the functions to be done in
just one or two servers, or for larger
operations, to split and apply the
same functionality across multiple
servers as required. This also com-
bines all the tools in to a single inter-
face that can be split across any num-
ber of workstations depending on the
workflow. This, combined with the
scalable infrastructure, makes scaling
up much easier than scaling down the
inherently larger systems.

And, finally, it makes the manage-
ment, editing and sharing of files
much quicker as access to those files
is direct from the central hub. The re-
sultant system is, therefore, reliant on
fewer constituent servers to deliver

For smaller
broadcasters, a

single integrated
end -to -end solution

is a must.

provide. However, when dealing with
a fraction of the budget and resourc-
es, smaller broadcast and production
facilities will welcome the news that
they can recreate the same workflow
and systems of the big boys in a more
affordable way.

Richard Satchell is business
development director for Autocue.

BE
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APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

Openet SDM
A new Subscriber Data Management software

designed forTVE flexibility could mean more profits.

Crafting successful business
models for TV Everywhere
(TVE) requires a true op-
erational shift away from

traditionally siloed information into
true data interoperability with regard
to entitlements. At Openet, we've
found that a Subscriber Data Man-
agement (SDM) system, in conjunc-
tion with an operator's policy and
charging architectures, enables this
critical change.

The system is critical given its abil-
ity to process more granular types of
potentially disparate viewer data and
then provide valuable analysis to the
operator. For entitlements, the sys-
tem is taken a step further, integrat-
ing with other systems to present the
maximum return for every piece of
the value chain.

The authentication and authoriza-
tion layer regulates access to particu-
lar content based on a subscriber's
entitlement profile (what the user has
paid for or is permitted to use). This
relates to the software's ability to rec-
ognize who the customer is regardless
of how he or she accesses the service,
overlaying his or her entitlement pro-
file, and then monitoring and track-
ing behavior for billing and research
purposes. For example, restrictions
can include individual pieces or bun-
dles of content (such as TV channels
or premium films), or according to
time -of -day, physical location, device,
quality of service or multiple access
by the same customer.

A premium entitlements and con-
tent monetization layer acts as the
operator's own salesman, allowing
the subscriber to go beyond a ba-
sic package and purchase premium
content on a one-time basis (pur-
chasing a single episode or full sea-
son of HBO's "Boardwalk Empire"

BY MICHAFL MAN7O

would be one example) along with
tying individual pieces of content to
predetermined viewing periods like
one-time stream versus unlimited
views. In this instance, charging, pol-
icy and SDM all work seamlessly to
provide flexibility.

This portion of the architecture re-
quires more extensive content rights
agreements with providers. This al-
lows operators to sell subscription
content in a TVE environment in ex-
change for a percentage of the result-
ing revenue.

After that comes the necessary
safeguard of parental controls, which
provides a subscriber -initiated buf-
fer to certain content based on age
appropriateness, time of day, cost or
other factors. Policy management is
at the forefront, but user -set charg-
ing restrictions also help operators
better cater to families. This level of
control can only be achieved through
access to content metadata that feeds
into the software and manages access
based on these parameters.

Last comes fraud protection, of
which identity management is a key
element. This function may be em-
bedded in the software or exist as an
independent component. This en-
sures log -ins from one account are
being used only by household mem-
bers and not by outside parties.

Openet's system looked to incorpo-
rate this tiered system of entitlements
into a largely subscriber -controlled
architecture enhanced with opera-
tor inputs. What follows is an outline
of the start -to -finish experience de-
signed for North American MSOs.
While the included parameters are
just examples, each could be custom-
ized, dependent upon the preferences
and current billing structure of the
individual operator.

Step 1: User registration
and preferences

An existing customer of a mul-
tichannel video operator logs into
a content portal for the first time.
The user is the designated admin-
istrator and can add other users to
the account.

In this example, a user adds his wife
as another administrator and his son.

The user has set parental controls
for the child to ensure age appropri-
ate content is available to him as well
as setting a monthly spending limit. If
the user wants further customization
of controls, such as time of day restric-
tions and customized usage reports,
he is offered the ability to purchase a
Parental Controls Bundle add-on.

As an administrator, the user can
set his own preferences as well as for
the entire household

Step 2: Content entitlement
As discussed above, the content to

which a user is entitled can be based
on parameters including service plan,
settings, profile, usage activity, demo-
graphics and location. For this ex-
ample, the user is on a basic TV Plan,
so while some content is free to him,
he also has the option to purchase
and view premium content on an
ad -hoc basis. Suggestions that appear
are rooted in the system, while the
policy management function appro-
priately provisions the content based
on subscriber profile parameters. The
charging software then handles the
billing queries.

When the child logs in, the content
he views is different since he is only
allowed access to content rated G or
TV -Y. While the content -restricting
portion of this operation is based in
policy management, parental controls
using charging capabilities also help
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avoid "bill shock" scenarios resulting
from children inadvertently running
up large bills or rapidly depreciating
their prepaid account.

Step 3: Purchase of
premium content

This system allows a variety of on -
demand purchase options to existing
and new customers. If a user wishes to
view premium content not included
in his or her basic package, he or she
is offered several options, including a
24 -hour view of all premium content
- an option that needs to be stipulat-
ed in content rights agreements with
providers. Payment options would be
based on a user's profile.

After the user selects a payment
option and authorizes charges, 24 -
hour access is granted. The charging
system tracks this timed period and is
able to send notifications when that
period is about to expire.

SDM, policy and charging con-
trols can enable operators to offer
personalized, dynamic, subscriber -
aware promotions to up -sell and cross -
sell services. The infrastructure makes
it easy to link past -viewing behavior
with recommendations and methods
of fulfillment. In this example, imag-
ine an operator immediately offering a
discounted soundtrack for a film fol-
lowing its conclusion or enacting pro-
motions that provide a user with a free
film once he or she has watched five
selections at full price.

This model rivals, if not beats, pop-
ular over -the -top (OTT) offerings in
many areas. For operators losing their
perceived importance in the value
chain, this and similarly built TVE ar-
chitectures provide a way to showcase
value on a daily basis to consumers by
integrating functional, intuitive inter-
faces and purchasing options.

This interface, however, is rooted

in network software systems that can
service the level of variable behavior
and preferences outlined above. These
systems are already in place at the vast
majority of MSOs, but a TVE system
that interfaces with each represents a
true operational advantage that cata-
pults operators ahead of low-cost,
low -overhead OTT players.

At Openet, the TVE solution fo-
cused on having strong subscriber
awareness capabilities that make
services much more dynamic. This
enables the greater degrees of person-
alization outlined above and the abil-
ity to deliver further monetization
scenarios for operators. The result is
a software integration that helps con-
sumers enjoy a more customizable
and personalized experience, while
operators are better positioned to
generate new revenues out of TVE. BE

Michael Manzo is chief marketing officer
for Openet.
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T-VIPS' IP transport
WGBH delivers its programming in real time

over the public Internet.

As a PBS member station
and the single largest pro-
ducer of PBS television
- including "NOVA,"

"Antiques Roadshow,""Frontline" and
"Masterpiece Theatre" - and Web
content, WGBH in Boston produces
a variety of programming for our
viewership throughout New England.
While we transmit a strong HD/SD
signal over the air, we also rely upon
cable and satellite providers, such as
Thames Valley Communications in
Groton, CT, to deliver our channel to
regional viewers, especially to those
outside of our coverage area.

The challenge
Thames Valley, a provider of digital

cable, Internet and digital phone ser-
vices, previously received our signal
from a satellite service operated by
Shaw Media, which uplinked major
Boston channels for rebroadcast to its
Canadian viewers.

In the spring of 2010, Shaw
Media discontinued its satellite ser-
vice. Thames needed to quickly find
an affordable, reliable alternative
means of receiving our signal.

With only a one -month lead time
and little budget to work with, WGBH
engineers began searching for an eas-
ily accessible, affordable, real-time,
broadcast -quality transport system.
We initially thought we would just se-
cure dedicated telco circuits between
our Boston plant and Thames Valley's
headend, but that proved to be be-
yond our budgetary means.

The tests
I then remembered a demo I'd seen

at NAB of the T-VIPS TVG420 ASI-
to-IP video gateway, which sends a
real-time ASI transport stream over IP
networks. I called the manufacturer's

BY MICHAFL FOTI

U.S. office in Millburn, NJ, and they
immediately loaned us two gateways
that we could use for two months to
conduct a test.

One gateway, which was installed
in the equipment racks in our sta-
tion's machine room, was set up to

Since WGBH needed to filter out its
secondary services, we soon replaced
our gateway with a different T-VIPS
device, the CP510 transport stream
processor. The processor automati-
cally identifies and filters the specific
PID component for WGBH-SD from

With only a one -month lead time and
little budget to work with, WGBH
engineers began searching for an

easily accessible, affordable, real-time,
broadcast -quality transport system.

PBS member station WGBH in Boston uses a T-VIPS TVG420 ASI-to-IP video
gateway and a CP510 transport stream processor to send its 61\413/s MPEG-2 SD
feed to Thames Valley Communcations' headend for wider distribution.

take a 6Mb/s MPEG-2 feed of our SD
signal. It encapsulated that signal into
IP packets and sent it over the Inter-
net to Thames' headend. The other
gateway, installed in Thames' head -
end, received that MPEG-2 stream
and fed it to an MPEG-2 decoder that
converted it back to baseband video
and audio for rebroadcast.

our SMPTE-310 ASI transport stream
and outputs an IP signal for real-time
transport over IP networks including
the Internet. This additional signal
processing - filtering a specific PID
from our ASI multiplex - spared
us from having to dedicate an ex-
pensive ATSC encoder to solve this
problem. The processor filters select
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services from the WGBH-DT trans-
port stream for delivery to Thames
Valley and enables flexible adapta-
tion and filtering of MPEG transport
streams and component filtering, as
well as PSI/SI/PSIP table updates.

The results
For both transport tests - the

gateway to gateway and processor to
gateway - we found that Thames

bandwidth on the Thames circuit to
the Internet. The problem was re-
solved when engineers increased the
bandwidth allocated to the device.

Despite the fact that WGBH has
more than 500Mb/s of bandwidth
in and out of our plant, once that
transport stream reaches the public
Internet, it is subject to the vagaries
of Internet traffic and packet rout-
ing. The processor and the gateway

Once that transport stream reaches the
public Internet, it is subject to the vagaries

of Internet traffic and packet routing.
The CP510 and TVG420 both solve this

problem by applying advanced FEC to the
signal to ensure a high quality of service.

Valley successfully received broad-
cast -quality video and audio suit-
able for rebroadcast in real-time.
Problems occurred at times between
8 p.m. and midnight when the IP-de-
livered WGBH signal showed signs of
intermittent problems, such as black
flashes and audio dropouts. During
this time, Thames' data customers
were heavily using their PCs to access
the Internet, consuming significant

both solve this problem by applying
advanced FEC to the signal to ensure
a high quality of service. This results
in a solid video picture and high -

quality audio even over the public In-
ternet in the presence of packet loss,
latency and other defects caused by
Internet routing.

After one full year of operation,
this T-VIPS system has proven to be
extremely cost-effective and reliable.

WGBH purchased the processor and
gateway, and we are free from the re-
curring monthly charges common
to other broadcast systems. Thames
Valley now benefits from this real-
time signal transport system for a sig-
nificantly lesser monthly charge than
it was paying for Shaw Media's satel-
lite service, and for far less than the
cost of dedicated fiber circuits.

We considered it critical to retain
WGBH programming within Thames'
TV package. The CP510 and TVG420
made it possible to do that cost-effec-
tively, within our tight timeframe and
without quality compromises. BE

Michael Foti is director of engineering,
WGBH Educational Foundation.
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Plura monitors
Monitors such as the FTM-043 are designed to deliver

efficient tools for mobile production.

Testing and monitoring
multiple video standards
is an hourly occurrence on
any of my television pro-

duction projects. This is true for both
the load -in and day-to-day changes
that arise, as I find myself constantly
needing to identify and critique sig-
nals of all types.

As a truck engineer -in -charge, I need
to see and hear multiple standards with
a minimal hardware footprint.

The Plura Broadcast FTM-043
field test monitor, which we recently
installed on Aspiration, our new 40ft
expanding side mobile production
truck, provides an all -in -one solu-
tion for quickly identifying signals,
associated standards and other data
embedded on the digital signal -
and otherwise.

I live in an HD/SDI world but am
still surrounded by legacy compos-
ite signals, which can be some of the
most difficult to process. From tele-
prompter feeds to downconversions
for a venue television or streaming
server, composite video is one of the
hardest standards to deal with today.

Simply put, the industry is far less
equipped for analog video in the mod-
ern broadcast and production envi-
ronment. Humbuckers and termina-
tors are harder to find, for example.
The FTM-043, with its on -board LCD
screen for testing and monitoring in-
coming signals, allows me to visually
confirm a possible problem before go-
ing through repair steps.

Test signal generation
The field test monitor is also an ex-

cellent test signal generator. We feed
projectors, web servers, LED screens
and many other devices from the TV
trucks and fly packs. The device al-
lows me to confirm signal presence

BY NIC DUGGFR

quickly and accurately, while simul-
taneously allowing generation of test
signals for comparison, alignment
and troubleshooting. And, this is
not a standard color bar genny. All
patterns have an option for motion,
and the list of patterns is ideal for
any engineer.

The on -board audio capabilities
also eliminate Q -box requirements
for quick audio testing applications.
With both audio -in and audio -out
via the embedder/de-embedder or

tape machine inputs also saves a large
amount of time.

There are a number of user features
and benefits that stand out. The com-
pact size of the package is the leading
benefit, as it easily fits into an equip-
ment rack or my tool bag.

The front -facing connectors are
also an improvement over test de-
vices that assume gear will always
be racked. The on -screen overlay of
embedded information saves a lot of
time, and the combination of both

The FTM-043's on -board LCD screen tests and monitors incoming signals,
allowing engineers to visually confirm potential problems before going through
repair steps.

The FTM-043's compact size allows it to fit
easily into an equipment rack or tool bag.

the on -board XLR connections, the
tester supports almost any field au-
dio testing application. I can quickly
check mic level, line level or embed-
ded audio coming from the venue or
from the truck. Being able to gener-
ate tone to quickly fix speakers and

multi -standard digital and analog in-
put options is an excellent feature.

Andrew Humphries, TNDV se-
nior engineer, recently noted that it
would be next to impossible for him
to be an effective engineer in the
truck, at the I/O panel and at multiple
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locations inside a venue without ac-
cess to an FTM. This is because he and
other TNDV engineers are now accus-
tomed to reaching for the device when
there is a problem to address. It's hard
to imagine being able to troubleshoot
and solve a problem as quickly with-
out it.

The FTM has centralized into a sin-
gle device what previously took three
devices to achieve. Previously, I had to
carry both separate handheld SD and
HD testing products along with the Q -
box for audio applications. I frequently
carried a full-sized monitor to jobs as
well. This is no longer the case.

Instead, the test monitor offers a
clean and efficient means of going
from the patchbay to the I/O panel
to the venue with a single device for
testing both incoming and outgoing
signals. The ability to see and confirm
the signal and the format, and then
transmit a test pattern in multiple Being an effective engineer would be almost ;mpossible without FTM access, he said.

TNDV senior engineer Andrew Humphries points to one of his truck's Plura HD monitors.
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standards and multiple formats, is a
huge benefit to performing my en-
gineering duties in mobile produc-
tion environments. I plan to have an
FTM-043 in my patch bay, my I/O
panel and my tool bag for every show
moving forward.

Capable monitors
In addition to the field and test

applications that Plura has added to
the TNDV tool box, I have addition-
ally been impressed with the medium
format high -resolution monitors. We
use both the 17in PBM-217S as well
as the PBM-217-3G on all three of
our multiformat trucks.

The multiple inputs on the 17in
monitors have been ideal, with the
trend of workstations within produc-
tion trucks requiring both HD/SDI
monitoring, as well as DVI or VGA
monitoring. These monitors offer fast

switching of inputs, which is important
for a ProTools operator or a graphics
operator needing to see both configu-
ration PCs and video signals. They also
offer a clear picture -in -picture option
that allows me to monitor one signal
while working on the other.

Some of the field applications
that stand out include the strong
tabletop stand and the integrated

The ability to
see and confirm
the signal and
the format, and
transmit a test

pattern in multiple
formats, is a
huge benefit.

carry handle. The rugged design also
enables stronger confidence in send-
ing these monitors into a venue or off
to a booth.

The prosumer feature that stands
out most is the addition of an HDMI
input. This has proven to be conve-
nient as a large number of packages
and b -roll today are shot today on
DSLR. Rack -mounting is also a snap,
with the internal power adapter
quickening the setup process. Be-
yond all this, the monitors are visu-
ally attractive.

Based on the flexibility of these
varied products, Plura continues to
impress with a flexible set of tools and
monitoring systems that are ideal for
engineering in mobile production. BE

Nic Dugger is owner and president of
TNDV: Television.

TVUPack.
Broadcast live in HD from a

wireless video backpack

Go Anywhere
- Transmit in SD or HD over multiple 3G/4G,
Wi-Fi and BGAN

Capture news from locations your
ENG/SNG/OB van can't reach

No waiting - go live with fast start up

 Sub -second latency

networks

TVUpack@TVUnetworks.com +1.650.969.6732 TVUpack.com
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Content exchanges
Content supply chain management software makes

secure, file -based B2B exchanges a reality.

he global economic crisis
has had some interesting
effects on the media busi-
ness, one of which is the

continuing decentralization of many
production and post -production
processes that have traditionally been
handled in-house. Driven to reduce
costs and empowered by newly digi-
tal, file -based workflows, large media
companies are increasingly outsourc-
ing functions such as editing and lan-
guage dubbing/subtitling to freelanc-
ers and small "mom-and-pop" outfits
- many of whom are highly special-
ized and geographically dispersed.
The ability to exchange high -value
media assets securely and efficiently
with business partners outside the
enterprise has always been important,
but the task has become more com-
plicated as these boutique enterprises
join the workflow.

A complex world
In the old days of international

distribution, conversion from NTSC
to PAL or some other video format
might have been all that was required
for international playout, and lan-
guage was not a large consideration.
Today, media companies must not
only contend with international video
standards conversions but also the re-
quirement to distribute the content in
many different languages, in HD and
(in some cases) 3-D as well as SD, and
in formats to support a dizzying array
of new platforms and services such as
mobile devices and pad computers,
video on demand, etc.

In order to prep so many different
flavors of a single title, content own-
ers must involve larger numbers of
outside partners and vendors, many
of whom might be working with
their own subcontractors. Because

BY RICK CLARKSON

so many more people have to touch
this highly valuable intellectual prop-
erty to get it into its final form, secu-
rity becomes a much larger and more
complex proposition.

Content exchanges are further com-
plicated by the increased size of the
files required to traverse the network,
with "super HD" formats such as

trying to move to completely file -
based, tapeless operations, many still
rely on videotape to move content to
and from vendors and subcontractors.
There are two great problems with this
continued dependence on physical
media. First is the requirement to build
extra time into the workflow for the
customs hassles, inevitable delays and

A content supply chain management system (CSCM) designed for ad -hoc file
exchanges between media organizations and their outsourcing partners should
be browser -based and enable users to exchange content with other users, systems
and applications regardless of location or the size of the digital assets.

1080p50/60 and 3-D becoming more
common. Working in these new for-
mats often requires moving files that
are two to 10 times the size of SD, a
prospect that can bring traditional
corporate networks and FTP systems
to their knees. With multiple, tight
distribution windows to meet in or-
der to maximize profits for a new title,
content owners can't afford the delays
and missed deadlines that might re-
sult from having to restart a download
over from the beginning, or a transfer
that slows the network to a crawl and
jeopardizes other communications.

So they fall back on their com-
fort zone: tape. As hard as large me-
dia companies and major studios are

potential for loss that is inherent in any
overseas shipment. The second prob-
lem, as ironic as it seems, is security.
Thanks to a spate of highly publicized
network security breaches, many orga-
nizations have well -justified concerns
about trusting their valuable assets to
an unsecured network. But the reality
is that valuable video assets are far safer
in an electronic exchange than they are
when shipped on physical media that
can be easily hijacked in transit.

Towards content
exchange Nirvana

The good news is the latest develop-
ments in content supply chain man-
agement (CSCM) software designed
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specifically for connecting large en-
terprises with smaller workgroups or
vendors. The most advanced CSCM
systems specifically address all of the
inherent challenges of file -based, busi-
ness -to -business content exchanges
by providing a highly managed infra-
structure for rapid and reliable con-
tent transfers, with enterprise -class
security based on a B2B content peer-
ing model. These systems offer all of
the benefits, and none of the expense,
of a private dedicated network - but
use the public Internet.

A CSCM system designed for ad -

hoc file exchanges between media
organizations and their outsourcing
partners should be browser -based
and enable users to exchange content
with other users, systems and appli-
cations regardless of location or the
size of the digital assets. Also - and
important for small, boutique service
providers with no IT department-

the system should offer a simple Web
user interface with minimal client
software or server software at all to
install and maintain. In addition, it
should offer network flexibility to
accommodate a mobile work style.
For example, a contractor work-
ing from one location can begin a
download, then pause it and move to
another wireless location. Instead of
having to start the download all over,
the system picks up where it left off
even if the computer is now connect-
ed to a different network. The trans-
fer is seamless and secure, regardless
of file size.

Finally, the ideal CSCM system
should offer the ability to add some
degree of automation to the exchange,
for maximum security and efficiency.
For example, the media company
could specify that all files coming in
from 39 vendors be virus scanned
and QC'd before going into the

server, or that certain vendors' output
be transcoded to specified formats.

To summarize, CSCM enables me-
dia companies to electronically send
files of any size at light speed to their
vendors and get the amended versions
back without causing so much as a
hiccup in the production schedule.
Companies can do these exchanges
with even their smallest, least techni-
cally sophisticated vendors, and they
have the assurance that their files will
arrive safely without any risk of piracy
or other digital security breaches. BE

Rick Clarkson is vice president, product
management for Signiant.
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Video processing
GPUs could make advanced graphics

effects attainable by all.

As in many areas of tech-
nology, we are entering
a time of particularly
strong change in how vid-

eo is processed. It is transparent that
analog processing is a dead issue, or
at least mostly. I am obliquely refer-
ring to processing that happens in a
camera of course, when analog sig-
nals (light) are processed into vary-
ing voltage as the sensor is read out.
In addition to properly handling the
high -bandwidth analog signals that
result, analog optical filters are typi-
cally employed to manage aliasing in
the sampled output of the sensor. But
beyond this stage, little analog pro-
cessing is still done, and it is a good
thing since few engineers are trained
these days in the subtleties of analog
video signal management and degra-
dation. Even in cameras, most of the
processing is done digitally.

We have also arrived at a new point
where the technology impacts video
processing in the digital realm. To be
clear, I consider general-purpose soft-
ware processing to be quite different
from that done in either hard -coded
silicon or reprogrammable devices. I
am also not focusing this article on

BY JOHN LUFF

special graphics processors - offer
interesting possibilities, each with its
own characteristics.

General-purpose platforms
General-purpose computing plat-

forms can do a lot of video processing,
as well as generation of video signals for
character generation, weather graph-
ics and art creation. That is nothing
new of course, since general-purpose

t
13

The computing power of GPUs could
make "expensive" video processing
accessible and common.

computers loaded with one or more
video frame buffers have been avail-
able for a couple of decades now. Early
Sun, SGI, Mac and PC platforms trans-
formed portions of station workflow.

Twenty-five years ago, performing a
2-D rotation on a moving image and
rescaling it to a different screen size
would have been available only in

digital effects systems that cost 50 to
100 times what a phone costs today.

the process of compression, as that
is completed in yet another special
purpose programmable device. One
could argue that compression is video
processing, but the other two choices
- general-purpose platforms and

But with the power of multiple -
core, multiple -processor systems, we
now see a plethora of real-time sys-
tems based on computers that are in
most respects quite ordinary. That
much speed makes generating and

processing video much easier. Such
garden variety computing platforms
can be quite cost-effective and can
serve as the basis of editing, transcod-
ing, ingest and special effects systems,
to name only a few. I do not mean to
imply they are necessarily cheap, for,
as in all things, performance comes at
a price. One only need contrast a Yugo
and a Porsche to see that there is no
free lunch in technology. Both ends of

spectrum get you to
the location, but they
are oh so different.

Some video pro-
cessing today is vir-
tually free. Consider
for a moment the

resizing and process-
ing that is done in smart

phones and tablets. Twenty-five
years ago, performing a 2-D rotation
on a moving image and rescaling it to
a different screen size would have been
available only in digital effects systems
that cost 50 to 100 times what a phone
costs today. I sometimes watch rented
movies on my tablet on airplanes; the
quality is astounding, and I cannot
help but smile when I rotate the device
and the picture stays level to the floor.
The resizing engine that is doing the
processing has all the same require-
ments that the ADO of the '80s had,
namely 2-D filtering of the image, re -
sizing and smooth controls to make it
feel and look "natural:' Clue, nothing
in nature can do this.

Carrying this thought a bit further,
the processing in portable electron-
ics is similar to that in virtually every
display device you can buy for video
today Every monitor and TV receiver
has video processing that can resize
images with excellent results. Those
of us with enough grey hair can
amuse ourselves by thinking of early

the
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standards converters, which occupied
a couple of racks and did at most two
conversions (525 to 625 and reverse).
Modern resizing engines have to han-
dle multiple frame rates and scanning
standards, often including the ability

time and increase the capability well
beyond what some of its competitors
with long-established pedigrees were
providing. Indeed, GPUs are a key
element in many real-time graphics
processes, like weather graphics.

It is more exciting to look under the hood
of devices that use GPU power. Graphics
processing units have been with us for a

couple of decades, but it has only been
recently that we have seen them used
for general-purpose video processing.

to display computer outputs directly.
To do that and be affordable as a solu-
tion in a CE device means high price -
to -performance ratios.

Graphics processors
I think, though, it is more exciting

to look under the hood of devices that
use GPU power. Graphics processing
units have been with us for a couple of
decades, but it has only been recently
that we have seen them used for gen-
eral-purpose video processing. I did
some consulting with a U.S.-based
startup that wanted to do some fairly
high -end processing, things like noise
reduction, dust and grain removal,
cadence repair, standards conversion
and other complex processes. By us-
ing GPUs as the engine, it was able
to significantly cut the development

Perhaps the most interesting part
of this technology is that our use of
it is in its most early stages of devel-
opment. It is easy to see applications
like virtual sets using GPU power,
but what about master control sta-
tion -in -a -box systems? With the kind
of power GPUs can bring to bear on
a processing problem, we might see
rich 3-D graphics applications with
fully configurable windows. Each
station could create a unique look for
its interstitials and transitions, mak-
ing it unique in the marketplace.

By integrating GPU-enhanced
devices in studio plants, processing
that was once quite expensive might
become just one more service called
up as needed. Or sophisticated pro-
cesses not generally affordable could
be more common, for instance,

preprocessing for improving the
output of compression hardware for
both ATSC and ATSC MH signals.
Noisy ENG shots could be signifi-
cantly cleaned up. Old movie packag-
es can be scaled to HD and improved
in quality at the same time while bit
rates are optimized.

I have (intentionally) omitted dis-
cussion of processing that is more
commonplace, though without the
intent to minimize its importance
in the industry. Frame synchroniz-
ers, for instance, are a class of video
processing that most readers are thor-
oughly familiar with. Quite often, a
frame sync will contain a resizing en-
gine and use hard -coded software to
make short work of many functions
that at one time required many box-
es, including audio track assignment
manipulation, color gamut control
and color space conversion, sync de-
lay adjustment, and other important
processing functions. BE

Luff is a television technology
consultant.
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Harmonic Electra 9000

Multicodec, multiformat video en-
coder for broadcast, satellite, telco and
cable operators; simultaneously sup-
ports broadcast, mobile and Web for-
mats; is built on a flexible, open, scal-
able architecture that integrates easily
with existing broadcast infrastructure
and enables new muitiscreen services;
delivers HD and SD video services
using Harmonic's MPEG-4 AVC and
MPEG-2 compression algorithms;
provides up to four audio/video pro-
cessing modules per chassis.

www.harmonicinc.com

Ikegami Unicam HDK-97A

16 -bit portable companion -camera
employs new AIT CCD imagers and
digital video processing system for
superior picture detail and accurate
rendition of color gradations; delivers
a choice of 1080/50p 4:2:2 or 1080/50i
4:4:4 color sampling; is designed for
traditional -style multicamera pro-
duction applications; features a 3G
fiber -transmission system from the
camera head to its new CCU; trans-
mission options include an HD -SDI
QTV signal for teleprompter use and
an HD -SDI trunk channel.

www.ikegami.com

Gefen DisplayPort

Two new KVM (keyboard, video,
mouse) switchers are designed to al-
low users to save space on the desk-
top and cut excessive hardware costs
without sacrificing access to data;
both the 4 x 1 and the 8 x 1 Display -
Port KVM switchers are well suited
for professionals who want to avoid
a networked situation; each gives a
plug -and -play method of computer
system integration while supporting
high resolutions up to 2560 x 1600;
the 4 x 1 DisplayPort KVM switcher
provides access to four computers
from the same monitor, using the
same USB keyboard/mouse, while the
8 x 1 DisplayPort KVM switcher gives
access to eight computers from the
same monitor, using the same USB
keyboard/mouse.

www.gefen.com

NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

Panasonic HDC-Z10000

Camcorder with integrated twin-lens
is compatible with the AVCHD 3-D/
Progressive standard; features the
company's Double 3MOS system for
recording high -quality full -HD 2D
and 3-D images; mounts two 3MOS
sensors for superb color and detail
reproduction; the two large -diameter
F1.5 lenses independently mounted
on the left and right are treated with
Nano Surface Coating, which reduces
ghosting and flare to produce crisp,
clear image rendering.

www.panasonic.net

Solid State Logic V4

Software for the C100 HDS digital
broadcast console offers new features
and options designed to increase ca-
pability, productivity and connectiv-
ity; C -Play feature embeds a profes-
sional audio playout system into the
console surface, delivering superior
ergonomics for the operator and inte-
grated recall of playlists with console
projects; includes integration with
Mosart Medialab newscast automa-
tion; adds existing support for Sony
ELC and Ross Overdrive; full -duplex
connectivity with Reidel RockNet au-
dio networks expands compatibility
with installed audio networks.

www.solidstatelogic.com

RIIIRIEDEL

Connect
AVB

Intercom goes

Real -Time IP

Connecting intercom panels over an IP-based
LAN environment has been the dream of
many system planers. Riedel's AVB product
line provides a communication solution
fulfilling the demands of professional
intercom users. Based on official IEEE

next generation Ethernet standards
AVB makes it possible to utilize 'acility and
enterprise LAN data infrastructures for
real-time intercom applications. This allows
for new approaches in system and facility
design providing significant savings in

infrastructure investments.

www.riedel.net
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TVU Networks TVUPack Mini

Small, lightweight portable live video
transmission system uses one or more
wireless data cards to broadcast live
events in HD or SD from virtually
any location direct to Web; weighs
less than 2lbs; is designed to fit with
a variety of camera setups; can be
used as a standalone unit, in a belt
or in a shoulder -mounted case; can
also be mounted directly to a camera
between the camera and its battery
using industry -standard VMount or
Gold Mount battery plates; offers low
power consumption to extend battery
life and is cloud -enabled.

www.tvunetworks.com

Marshall Electronics

Autostereoscopic 3-D (glasses -free)
7in portable/camera-top monitor
can be used as a camera viewfinder or
portable 3-D production display; fea-
tures parallax barrier and lenticular
hybrid technology; designed to pro-
vide superior 3-D images with 1600
x 600 screen resolution; provides dual
real-time waveform and vectorscope,
along with various 3-D analysis fea-
tures such as Check Box, Difference,
Blending and Compare.

Nevion VS904-AIE-GE

Modular H.264 encoder enables
broadcasters to deploy SD or HD
video over bandwidth -limited in-
frastructures; part of VideolPath's
managed video services system and
Nevion's Ventura family of standards -
based solutions, the VS904 provides
SMPTE 2022 -2 -compliant IP net-
work interfacing or DVB-ASI outputs
for deployment over traditional video
networks; providing H.264 com-
pression for SD/HD-SDI video, the
encoder has configurable rates from
2Mb/s to 25Mb/s and supports High
Profile @ Level 4.0 for HD applica-
tions and Main Profile @ Level 3.0 for
SD applications.

www.nevion.com

www.mars-cam.com

ORCHID OR -70-3D

Litepanels Sole 4

DMX-controllable LED Fresnel fix-
ture features a 4in Fresnel lens; uses
a small fraction of the power con-
sumed by conventional fixtures; em-
ploys Litepanels' proprietary LEDs to
produce a soft light quality in 5600°K
daylight color balance; based on the
same Fresnel technology as the com-
pany's Sola 6, but in a smaller, more
lightweight form factor; focuses from
70 to 10 degrees; can be dimmed from
100 percent to zero with no noticeable
shift in color temperature.

www.litepanels.com

ClePn cnund that covers serious ground.
Up to 250m of reclocked audio
transport between trucks!
Receive and reclock MADI signals with
Cobalt's new 9257 1x9 MADI DA for openGear'.
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Ensemble Designs 3-D support

Interface is designed for the Avenue
Flexible Matrix Router; router has a
new, special Pairing configuration that
ties inputs or outputs together to sup-
port signals, such as Key & Fill, RGB444
Link A & B or 3D Left & Right; pairing
associates a port to an existing Source
or Destination assignment; router's
real-time video thumbnails travel via
Ethernet to the Router Control Panel,
where they are displayed on a com-
pact, high -resolution display; only
ports configured as Sources and Des-
tinations appear on the 1RU panel, an
iPad or Web browser.

www.ensembledesigns.com

Sony SBP-64A

SONY

n.11111.1

5b -X)

64

SxS PRO 64GB card can read and
write data at up to 1.2Gb/s through an
ExpressCard slot without the need for
an adapter; its 64GB capacity enables
the card to capture 120 minutes of
HD422 50Mb/s recording in the MXF
mode; a fully recorded 64GB card
can be ingested directly to a laptop
in an estimated eight minutes; offers
seamless functionality with the com-
pany's XDCAM HD and XDCAM
EX series of solid state memory card
camcorders.

www.sony.com

JVC GY-H M150

Camcorder includes a new encoder
and digital signal processor, adopted
from JVC's 700 series cameras; adds
improved HD recording and support
for SD; with its 3-CCD imagers, the
camcorder captures images in 1080p,
1080i and 720p HD - at a variety of
frame and bit rates - using native
.MOV compression to allow shooters
to quickly edit on Apple Final Cut Pro
or Adobe Premiere, as well as native
.MP4 files for other NLE systems; re-
cords SD footage (480i) as standard
DV files (.AVI or .MOV); records
to standard SDHC media cards like
other ProHD models, but also accepts
new SDXC cards.

www.pro.jvc.com

Chyron LEX'

On -air graphics system now includes
support for stereoscopic 3-D graphics
projects; the system's template -based
text and graphics enable instant up-
dates from data feeds and databases;
features include 2D and 3-D object
import, advanced text and image ef-
fects, clip playout, and Chyron's Intel-
ligent Interface and DB Link update;
Double Advantage software bundle
contains stereoscopic 3-D capabili-
ties in addition to Lyric PRO graphics
creation, and is available on all two -
channel LEV.' systems.

www.chyron.com

Rohde & Schwarz R&S DVMS-B40 IP option

New option for the R&S DVMS family of compact monitoring systems is de-
signed to help network operators achieve maximum operational reliability
when feeding transport streams over IP networks; depending on the model, up
to four signals can be measured simultaneously; monitors all relevant quality
parameters in the IP transmission; if one of the transmitted transport streams
is faulty, the new option can extract this stream and transmit it to the central
monitoring station, also over IP.

www2.rohde-schwarz.com

RIIIRIEDEL

Global Fiber Service

The alternative to satellite uplinks: RiLink is
the new way to broadcast live signals from
remote event locations or foreign studios to
the home facility. Bi-directional, unaffected
by weather conditions and with significantly
shorter latency. Based on Riedel's own
global backbone, the RiLink Global Fiber
Service transports not only HD/SD-SDI video
signals but provides additional features
like integrated intercom and telephone
communication, secure connections to
corporate networks or access to digital
archives. RiLink is charged at a flat rate
allowing for precise budget planning and
more live pre and post -event features or
news reports at no extra costs.

www.rledel.net
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Matrox Matrox MC -100 Utah Scientific

Dual SDI to HDMI mini converter
supports a wide range of display res-
olutions through 3G, dual link, HD
and SD -SDI; the single portable unit
can be used as an HD -SDI switcher,
a distribution amplifier, a multiplexer
and a 3-D processing unit; includes
two SDI inputs and two SDI outputs
for 3G, dual link, HD and SD/HDMI
output for monitoring; additional fea-
tures include on -screen display con-
trolled by easily accessible hardware
buttons for straightforward configura-
tion on HDMI and/or SDI monitors,
multiformat SDI signal distribution
and SDI signal amplification.

www.matrox.com

Grass Valley

UCP-LC

Family of menu -based router con-
trol panels feature high -resolution,
full -color LCD displays and buttons
to provide user-friendly operation
for increasingly complex routing sys-
tems; panels offer 16 or 32 buttons
in a compact 1RU package, as well as
an innovative 3RU panel with dual -
touch -screen LCD displays; all of the
new panels are based on a completely
new, user -definable menu system that
provides a completely open platform
for defining all panel functions -
from basic operation to the most so-
phisticated router management func-
tions - on a panel -by -panel basis.

www.utahscientific.com

Karma Video Production Center

10 -bit, 4:2:2 switcher and production center offers flexible features and an intui-
tive user interface; a wide variety of system options provide the ability to grow
the system as needs expand; features two frame sizes (4RU and 8RU) with frame
configurations from 1 M/E to 4.5 M/Es; either frame can be combined with a
choice of 2 M/E or 3 M/E control panels, as well as a 1 M/E soft -panel GUI.

www.grassvalley.com

Autocue Two -port server

Two -port server with SDI inputs
can be used standalone as an e -VTR
or VTR replacement, as part of an
Autocue automation system, or as
part of other third -party transmis-
sion or automation systems; features
more than 2TB of usable storage; 3U,
rack -mountable Linux-based server
includes a custom GUI that incor-
porates video and audio monitoring;
supports a wide range of formats for
record and playback.

www.autocue.com

EVS Xedio Suite 4.00

Editing system is designed for field
journalists and editors looking for
faster and easier ways to manage
real -timeline operations right after
shooting; features media handling
improvements for newscasters; offers
new edit -in -place feature of the Xedio
CleanEdit timeline editor, which al-
lows any devices such as camcorders,
drives or local storage to be linked up
to the journalist's laptop for immedi-
ate media reviewing and editing.

www.evs.tv
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MPEG H.264 AVC ENCODERS
 Broadcast HD & SD Video Real Time via The Public Internet
 Technologies Include FEC/ARQ to overcome IP burst errors and network jitter
 Highly reliable products and easy to set up

877-299-4614
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www.ncsind.com
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Blackmagic Deisgn

Low-cost, high -quality video capture and
playback product for professional vid-
eographers with HDMI and analog vid-
eo; combines the high quality of HDMI
capture and playback with the wide com-
patibility of analog component, NTSC, PAL and S -Video, and analog audio
capture and playback in a compact size that's completely powered from the
Thunderbolt connection on the computer; enables users to capture directly
from the HD camera's image sensor, bypassing the video compression chip for
uncompressed video quality.

www.blackmagic-design.com

Intensity Extreme

Telecast Fiber Systems CopperHead Visa

Fiber-optic transceiver connects between
remotely deployed HD newsgathering cam-
eras and any third -party transmit/receive
and audio embedder/de-embedder systems;
designed for ENG microwave and satellite
trucks outfitted with gear that performs vid-
eo processing tasks such as audio embedding

and de -embedding, up- and downconversion, frame synchronization, and fiber
transmitting and receiving; requires no base station; provides a direct fiber-optic
link between the HD camera and the video processing unit installed in the truck.

www.telecast-fiber.com
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Let Broadcast Engineering keep you up-to-date on
the latest industry news, technology developments,
new products and services...and more.

Apply for your free subscription today. Log on to
BroadcastEngineering.com and click on "subscribe."

And...you can also sign up for any of the industry's
leading E -newsletters from Broadcast Engineering.

BroadcastEngineering.com BroadcastEngineering
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MediorNet
Compact

50G Real -Time Media Network

 Synchronized 50G real-time
network for 3G/HD/SD-SDI video,
audio, data & intercom at the
price of multiplexing point-to-
point fiber products

 Flexible signal routing inc'. point-
to-multipoint

 Integrated Frame Store
Synchronizer, Embedder/
De-Embedder, Test Pattern
Generator, On -Screen Display &
Timecode Insertion at every port

 Fully compatible with Artist,
RockNet and modular MediorNet
systems

www.riedel.net



NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

NewTek TriCaster 450 series

Makes HD production available to
live video producers in a more com-
pact, cost-effective solution; enables
anyone to simultaneously produce,
live stream, broadcast, project and re-
cord HD and SD network -style pro-
ductions; a single operator or small
team can switch between multiple
cameras, virtual inputs and live vir-
tual sets, while inserting clips, titles
and motion graphics with multichan-
nel effects; TriCaster 450 EXTREME
offers benefits such as NewTek's
IsoCorder multitrack, multiformat
video recording technology.

www.newtek.com

Miranda Enterprise Suite

Streamlines content preparation for
broadcast playout and VOD pub-
lishing; enables playout operators to
review, normalize and approve file-
based content before it goes to air,
lowering risks during playout; sim-
plifies the normalization of program
and advertising content for iTX cus-
tomers, using automated workflows
for analysis, review and fixing of the
most important file issues; this nor-
malization offers support for AFD
tagging, high -quality up/down video
conversion, audio loudness correc-
tion, channel tagging and downmix-
ing, as well as support for Closed
Captions/OP47 subtitles.

www.miranda.com

Thomson Broadcast Futhura Plus

Television transmitter is designed to
offer broadcasters energy savings,
with a 50 -percent improvement in ef-
ficiency over current standard trans-
mitters; for use in initial deployments
or for extending existing digital net-
works; UHF wideband transmitter
offers high -power capability suitable
for HDTV and 3-D services with up
to 35 -percent transmitter efficiency
and market -leading power density
of up to 12.6kW OFDM; equipped
for all OFDM standards in the UHF
frequency band; features Thomson's
latest software enhancements for the
exciters and a range of passive com-
ponents, including RF filters and new
RF channel combiners.

www.thomson-broadcast.com
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES SPOTLIGHT

Make the move to HD
All -in -One Professional
IRD for Satellite / IP
Applications

Trade-in your old RD and get a new UC-IRD+ for only $1,495

-41166. « PC

Most advanced features

found as optional on other

receivers come as standard

on he UC-IRD+

MPEG-2 MPEG-4 HD SD DVB-S DVB-S2 QPSK 8PSK HD -SDI SDI ASI IP HDMI BISS CA

Trade-in your old modulators for new state of the art DVB-S/S2
QPSK/8PSK UC-250L2 modulators for only $2,950

Simply send your old IRD or modulator (analog or DVB-S) to qualify.
For more details please contact us by phone or email.

CLI1 Imm-h la= M
Technologies, Inc.

+1-408-329-4158
sales@upcom.com

www.upcom.com

VIKING
SATCOM

Your Trusted Resource for Satellite Equipmert!
(517) 629-3000  www.vikingsatcom.corr

Navigator Mount Features:
 Motorized Azimuth and Elevation
 Mounts on a 6 5/8" OD mounting mast
 Three Reflector Sizes (3.0. 3.4. 3.7 Meter)
 8 Panel Prime Focus Sectional Reflectors
 Includes Azimuth and Elevation Thomson

Saginaw Actuators
 Ideal for use with RC200 Controllers
 Inclined Orbit Tracking

About Viking Satcom
Viking Satcom is your trusted resource for

satellite related products and support.
Our offerings range from satellite antenna

systems to RF components.

CONTACT US TODAY!

00011 \-\v'

4 Port Motorized
C/Ku Feed

Motorized Dual Axis Navigator
Mcurt Antennas and Motorized Feeds

O

Motorized ATM-1th
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CLASSIFIEDS

Employment

WALB (TV), Raycom Media's
NBC station serving Albany, GA,
is seeking an experienced television
engineering management professional to
join its staff as Chief Engineer. The successful
candidate will need to be a hands-on
leader possessing strong skills in all areas
of digital broadcast maintenance, including
transmitter operations, news/studio/master
control functions, Internet/mobile platforms,
station infrastructure and design as well as
building management.
The Chief Engineer is responsible for
scheduling, hiring, training, evaluating
engineering and operations personnel
as well as creating and maintaining
technical operating, and capital budgets.
Excellent communications and employee
development skills combined with
management experience are required.
Minimum 5 years television engineering
management experience in a news
environment and ASEE or
BSEE is preferred.

Please send cover letter
and resume to:
Jim Wilcox, PO Box 3130,
Albany, GA 31706 or
fax to 229-446-4024 or
e-mail Jim.Wilcox@walb.com
EOE-M/F/D/V.

WCIA-TV is looking for an
IT/MAINTENANCE ENGINEER

with a background in IT networking, audio,
video and RF maintenance. This position
reports directly to the Chief Engineer and
requires hands-on maintenance for all IT,
audio, video, and RF systems in the WCIA
main studio, remote news bureaus, and

multiple tower sites to include
Microsoft Server, XP, Windows 7,

Microsoft Office, Mac, Harris Automation,
Omneon video server, and
Thales DTV transmitter.

Troubleshooting and communication skills
are essential along with the ability to

make decisions and implement repairs in
high pressure situations. A valid driver's
license is required. Position requires a

minimum of 3-5 years broadcast and/or
networking experience, applicants with a

background in both preferred.
Please send resume,

Attn: Darren Martin, Chief Engineer, WCIA
509 S. Neil St., Champaign, IL 61820 OR

to engposition@wcia.com.
WCIA is owned and operated by Nexstar Broadcasting Group, Inc.

EOE Please no phone calls.

Experienced Broadcast
Maintenance Technician

needed for NYC -based,
fast -paced sports and

entertainment production and
post -production facility.

E-mail resume to msghr@msg.com with "TV
Tech" in the subject line.

PUT YOUR COMPANY IN THE SPOTLIGHT

PENTON
REPRINTS

WORK FOR YOU!

FOR MORE INF " ON

Penton Reprints provides print and electronic reprints
of articles published in Penton magazines and exclu-
sive online content. Link your corporate identity with
globally recognized brands to create compelling
marketing collateral.

 Reprints
 E -Prints
 Compilations

 Laser Prints
 Permissions
 Counter Cards

 Plaques
 Posters
 Post Cards

Recruit  Retain  Explore

z The Industry's #1 Job Zone
17;!)ciii, a j

ne
oct site created exclusively for the

broadcast industry.

http://jobzone.broadcastengineering.com

For Sale

Lithium -Ion Batteries for
Professional Video Cameras
and Camcorders

!Aloo.,:t "..I-4-1.0

zraii if,zw

External Power Port

Acoustics First
IN,c= 888-765-2900
Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate NoiseTM
http://www.acousticsfirst.corn

Products & Services

CBT Systems On -Air Lights

ON -AIR
N -AIR
4"ftoppit

UN =

Made in the U S A

Contact CBT Systems at

858-536-2927
www.cbtsystems.tv

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
SPOTLIGHT SECTION

Your Product & Services
Spotlight ad provides you
with a cost effective oppor-

tunity to:
 Position your company or brand
 Announce new products or

services
 Promote and drive traffic to your

website
 Keep your company top of mind

every month

To advertise in the

Products & Services
Spotlight section,

please contact:

JULIE DAHLSTROM

P 312.840.8436 F 913.514.3684

JULIE.DAHLSTROM@PENTON.COM
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Are you fighting the
spectrum grab?

If not, why not?
BY ANTHONY R GARGANO

I

s the broadcast community
asleep at the switch? It certainly
appears so. H -e -1 -1 -o -o?! Are
you awake out there? Microsoft,

Google, the Consumer Electronics
Association (CEA), the International
Association for the Wireless Telecom-
munications Industry (CTIA) and
what seems like a cast of thousands all
seemingly being aided and abetted by
the FCC are on a mission. They want
to evict you from your frequency, tak-
ing away your most valuable asset:
your spectrum!

It is dumbfounding to see the lack
of any meaningful effort at engaging
the public about this threat to the
broadcast community.

The Philadelphia market, which
the A.C. Nielsen Company ranks as
the nation's fourth -largest DMA,
serves my local television. I've yet
to hear any locals speak out. What's
wrong with this picture? They have
immediate access to an influential
mass audience, yet I have seen not
one station take an editorial position
or attempt to inform and educate the
public on this.

Certainly, there is a lot of activity
behind the scenes, both directly and
through lobbyists, by the NAB and
via individual stations and group
ownership legal departments. These
efforts target Congressional com-
mittees, elected representatives and
FCC commissioners, but we are
missing the exponential effect those
efforts could have when aided by a
motivated public.

When the President speaks, the
press refers to it as speaking from his
"bully pulpit?' They say this because
when the President speaks, he es-
sentially has a guaranteed audience.
Broadcasters, by virtue of the business,

have their own bully pulpit. Why not
use it? Shouldn't viewers know that
their over -the -air television option is
at risk? Shouldn't viewers know that
those third or fourth sets not hooked
up to cable or satellite will no longer
have signals available, or that those
new inexpensive, portable DTV re-
ceivers they are buying at Radio Shack
are at risk of becoming expensive pa-
perweights? What about those who
rely solely on off -air reception?

It is dumbfounding
to see the lack of

meaningful effort at
engaging the public

about this threat
to the broadcast

community.

We're in the midst of launching a
major new over -the -air service: Mobile
DTV. This is a great time to educate
viewers about this coming on -the -go
information and entertainment view-
ing alternative. But, shouldn't they
know the loss of spectrum guarantees
Mobile DTV will be stillborn?

Also, what about the tactics used
by the spectrum usurpers? In a recent
CEA Market Research Analysis Brief,
in order to support the case for auc-
tioning off broadcasters' spectrum,
the CEA maintained that, in a poll it
conducted, only 8 percent, or 9 mil-
lion, of TV households now rely on
over -the -air for their TV reception -
a decrease from last year. Interestingly,
independent consultancy Knowledge
Networks (a professional research

organization that provides services to
the government, academia, pharma-
ceutical and retail sectors among oth-
ers) released a study around the same
time saying 15 percent, or 17 million,
of TV households rely on over -the-

air - up from 14 percent a year ago.
Moreover, Knowledge Networks said
those 17 million households repre-
sented 46 million actual viewers, the
demographic breakdowns of which
is especially interesting. Minorities
and low-income households are gen-
erally more dependent on over -the
-air reception. Twenty-five percent
of Asian TV households, 17 percent
of African -American households and
23 percent of Hispanic homes rely
solely on over -the -air TV reception.
In lower -income households, 23 per-
cent of those with annual income less
than $30,000 rely solely on off -air for
signal reception.

So, we have two surveys: the CEA
saying the number of TV households
relying on off -air is 8 percent and
shrinking; and Knowledge Networks,
claiming that number is at 15 percent
and rising.

Which one appears more credible?
There is a real story here. Broad-

casters have much to lose. You have
a bully pulpit. Use it. All you have to
lose is the potential of an engaged
viewership. There is no shame in
copying what works. One wireless
industry company that is part of this
threat to your spectrum has a suc-
cessful promotional catch phrase that
broadcasters should not adopt but act
on: "Rule the Air?' BE

Anthony R. Gargano is a consultant and
former industry executive.

ElSend questions and comments to:
anthony.gargano@penton.com
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Your All -in -One Solution for

Ingest,
torage,

gout
Evertz Media Server

The Evertz Media Server (EMS) along with SuperNAST"
provides unparalleled I/O scalability, multi -tiered
storage flexibility, enterprise -quality reliability aid
easy integration with popular NLE platforms.

The Next Generation in Media Servers
Evertz Media Client provides real-time, multi -channel HD/SC incest and playout as well as
native file ingest for file -based workflows. Evertz Media Server combines the high -throughput
of the Evertz SuperNAS- with multi -tiered storage for a high-performance and high -capacity
result. The system's 10Gb redundant networks provide state-of-the-art connectivity wh le
assuring high reliability through No Single Point of Failure. The SuperNAS provides
high-performance NFS, FTP and CIFS file access for easy integration with NLEs and other
third -party applications. The EMS is your complete media server and storage solution.

SATCON/HD WORLD - Booth #825 www.evertz.com 1.877.995.3700

Evertz (Canada HQ) US West Coast Sales Washington DC Sales New York Sales
+1 905-335-3700 +P 818-558-3910 +1 703-330-8600 +1 201-337-0205
sales@evertz.com uswestsales@evertz.com dcsalesi@evertz.com newyorksales@evertz.com

UK Sales South -East Europe Sales Dubai Sales Asia Pacific Sales
+44 (0)118-935-0200 +385 1-2001-665 +971 4-422-9113 +852 2850-7989
uksales@evertz.com SEeuropesales@evertz.com middleeastsales@evertz.com asiapacificsales@evertz.com
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From a Single Channel Playout Server
to a Multi Channel Turnkey Broadcast Centre
It's All in a PlayBox

 Single and Multi Channel Playout Automation with interactive CG and Graphics
 Traffic Management  Media Asset Management and Archive  Newsroom System
 Remote Redundant Playout  Ad Insertion and DPI  Time Shift
 IPTV and Internet TV Solutions
 Available in HD / SD and DVB (ASI/IP)

General Sales Contacts: sales.usa@playbox.tv  Website: www playnox tv

 PlayBox UK +44 1707 66 44 44  PlayBox Bulgaria +359 2 9703050  PlayBox Romania +4 031106 5115

 PlayBox Turkey +90 216 3379402  PlayBox Germany +49 22411691717  PlayBox Acliia.f-381 113117286

 PlayBox Albania +355 44 80 45 52  PlayBox USA + 1 404 424 9283  PlayBox Asia Pacific +603 7954 3400
t-  PlayBox India +91 9811913333

Broadcast
India yi

Join PlayBox on Stand
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